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1) Introduction
This report contains the results of a detailed consultation exercise regarding the Service’s
draft Corporate Plan and Integrated Risk Management Plan for 2010-11 (IRMP 7) which was
carried out between December 10, 2009 and March 6, 2010.
The following groups were consulted:









Members of Response, Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service’s dedicated residents’
consultation panel via a postal or online survey
The Cheshire Halton and Warrington Racial Equality Council’s (CHAWREC) BME
consultation panel via a postal survey
Residents via the media and the Service’s website, including use of the Service’s
social networking channels on Facebook and Twitter
Key stakeholders of the Service via a direct mail out
Local MPs and Lords via a dedicated Westminster briefing
Businesses – via the website and through a direct mail out
Employees of the Service via manager briefings and an online survey on the Intranet
The Representative Bodies – Fire Brigades Union (FBU), Fire Officers Association
(FOA), UNISON and the retained firefighters union (RFU).

A series of seven local stakeholder and resident consultation events also took place across
the four unitary performance areas. Three further public meetings and a dedicated briefing
session for local councillors were also held specifically on the proposals for Birchwood
Community Fire Station.

Response Rates – all consultees
At the end of the formal consultation period, 123 responses had been received from members
of Response; 29 responses were received from members of CHAWREC’s panel; 66
employees responded via the Intranet and 33 members of the public responded via the
website. Please note that respondents did not always answer every question in the
consultation questionnaires.
In addition, comments and letters were received from a range of stakeholders and all views
expressed and received are included in the full consultation report.
All the results received were fully analysed and this report was written by the Service’s
Electronic Communication Officer in March 2009.
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2) Executive Summary
Reviewing the crewing and response arrangements at Birchwood
Community Fire Station
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
80%
93%
69%

Disagree %
4%
3%
7%

Neither %
12%
3%
21%

We received 22 comments from the public about this proposal. 86% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 5% of comments support the proposal.
We received 16 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 56% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 37.5% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for detailed comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:
Information at public meeting was not clear enough; cuts should be made elsewhere;
Birchwood is being penalised for it's own success in driving down local incident rates through
working with the community; night time is the worst time for a fire station to be shut - most
fatal house fires happen at night; this will put safety and lives at risk; Birchwood is a densely
populated area as well as all the industrial/manufacturing processes/businesses; Birchwood
suffers with total grid lock when there is a motorway closure on one of the surrounding
motorways; it will cause delays in attendance times (e.g. during the night and to distant
communities like Culcheth); it can be difficult to get to Birchwood Fire Station due to heavy
traffic congestion in this area at times (e.g. especially if there is an accident on the motorway);
savings (as suggested in IRMP) are not correct; people living in Birchwood want the same
cover as everyone else in Warrington; money has to be saved; more research is needed into
the changes, before this goes ahead.

Public Meetings
During January and February a series of briefings for key stakeholders and public meetings
for residents and businesses were held to outline the business case for the Service’s proposal
to change the way Birchwood Community Fire Station is crewed. All of the presentations set
out in detail the rationale behind the proposal to change the current wholetime crewing
system to one where staff work a 12 hour day shift, with evening cover provided by Retained
Duty System (RDS) personnel.
The headline concerns and the Service’s responses are summarised below:


The change to RDS in the evening will delay the Service’s response to fires and
put lives at risk. Attendance times in the evening will increase by a maximum of five
minutes, however, the Service does not accept that the change will put lives at risk.
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The same system has operated effectively across large parts of the Fire Authority for
many years. The Service will still be able to meet its previously agreed response
standards under the new system.


Birchwood has a lot of motorways and the delay in evening response times will
risk the lives of people trapped in road traffic collisions (RTCs). Despite the extent
of the road network in Birchwood, the numbers of people killed or seriously injured in
RTCs during the evening is very low. The Service is still confident it could meet its
response standard for RTCs under the new proposal.



Staff on the RDS will not be able to get to the station quickly because of traffic /
weather problems. The Service currently employs around 200 RDS staff and they
consistently achieve turnout times under the five minute standard during all times of
the day and in all weathers. The RDS system at Birchwood would operate during the
evening when traffic is a lot quieter.



Staff on the RDS are not as well trained as wholetime firefighters. All CFRS
firefighters receive the same level and standard of initial training. The training is
delivered in modules over a longer period but all firefighters have to achieve the same
standard before they are signed off as competent.



Overall incident numbers at Birchwood are as high around midnight as they are
during the day – why not put in a crewing system to match this? The Service’s
main focus is on the risks of people being killed or injured in fires. The number of
house fires in Birchwood during the evening is extremely low – there were only three in
the whole of 2008 and none were serious nor required the Service to rescue anyone.
Most of the Birchwood incidents in the late evening have been small rubbish fires
where neither people nor property was at risk – many fire and rescue services don’t
even respond to these under blue lights.



If risk levels in Birchwood increase in the future, would the Service bring back a
wholetime service? The Service reviews risk levels on at least an annual basis. It
would adapt the resources it has available in a particular area if risks changes and
there are examples of where this has happened recently.



Will any firefighters lose their jobs and what will happen to those who don’t want
to go on to the new system at Birchwood? There will be no redundancies and any
staff who don’t want to move to the day shift system will be transferred to another
station. We are confident we would be able to accommodate most if not all of staff
transfer preferences.



Finance – the proposal has been put forward simply as a cost cutting exercise.
This is strongly rejected. The proposal has been developed in response to a detailed
analysis of the balance between local risk levels and the resources required by the
Service. There will be substantial efficiency savings - which will be reinvested in
frontline firefighting equipment – but cutting costs is not the main priority in this case.
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In addition to the comments made at public meetings, letters of objection to the Birchwood
proposal have also been received from Warrington North MP Helen Jones, Warrington
Borough Council, Birchwood Town Council and Culceth and Glazebury Parish Council. While
the letters and responses are in the full consultation report, the main concern highlighted is
the increase in attendance times in the evenings.
Members of a campaign group against the Birchwood proposal have been collecting
signatures for a petition which is expected to be presented at the meeting. An e-petition on
the 10 Downing Street website has also been started and at the time of writing the report had
received 230 signatures.

The three possible options for Birchwood Community Fire Station
External Views – Response & CHAWREC Panel Members
Members of the Response Panel and the CHAWREC panel both agreed that their preferred
options for Birchwood were as follows:1) Option 2 – Having staff on station in the day and using retained duty staff who are on call
in the evening.
2) Option 1 – Making it a day crewed station &
3) Option 3 - Having staff on station in the day and then moving in an appliance and crew
from another wholetime station at night.
External Views – Businesses
Members of the business community had a slightly different preference (although it is
important to point out that there is very little difference).
1) Option 2
2) Option 3
3) Option 1

More information and feedback
Please see section 4 of this report for more information and feedback on this proposal.
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Protecting our Communities
Review the balance of resources between community fire safety and road safety
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
85%
86%
72%

Disagree %
4%
3%
24%

Neither %
7%
10%
0%

We received 7 comments from the public about this proposal. 14 % of comments oppose the
proposal, while 57% of comments support the proposal.
We received 15 comments from internal staff about this proposal.
73% of comments support the proposal. We did not receive any negative comments.
See section 9 for all comments received.
Most people support this proposal and agree that we should balance the focus between
Community Fire Safety, Community Fire Protection & Road Safety. People have commented
that this is a good idea, but more information is needed.
There was positive feedback from MPs on this proposal. However, one Member questioned
the Service on whether this activity exceeded the FRS remit. Other MPs provided
reassurance and gave clear support for FRS interventions on road safety, the partnership
approach and the review of the balance of resources.

The Development of the Volunteer Programme
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
98%
93%
83%

Disagree %
5%
0%
17%

Neither %
12%
7%
0%

We received 9 comments from the public about this proposal. 11% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 44% of comments support the proposal.
We received 15 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 27% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 60% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
While most of the comments support this proposal, many people believe that volunteers
should not undertake fire fighting duties. Most people agree that volunteers are a valuable
resource, but they must be managed and trained well. There are concerns about volunteers
taking on an operational role.
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Fire Protection inspections
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
90%
97%
97%

Disagree %
2%
0%
7%

Neither %
3%
3%
0%

We received 9 comments from the public about this proposal. 78% of comments support the
proposal. We did not receive any negative comments from the public.
We received 22 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 100% of comments support
this proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
Many internal respondents said that fire crews used to do the Fire Inspections and that they
would be willing to complete these again. Many people said that they welcome this proposal
and look forward to it being implemented.
Efforts to improve the processes for undertaking Fire Safety inspections are supported by
MPs.

Tackling the Corporate challenges of the Authority
Shared Services
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
90%
93%
86%

Disagree %
3%
7%
7%

Neither %
3%
0%
7%

We received 8 comments from the public about this proposal. 25% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 63% of comments support the proposal.
We received 14 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 79% of comments support
the proposal. We did not receive any negative comments.
See section 9 for all comments received.
Many believe that it is an excellent way of building working partnerships in our communities.
Although, we must ensure that we work with staff so that they understand the arrangements.
A comment from a uniformed member of staff suggests that more information is needed about
the corporate roles/areas within the Service.
There was very positive feedback from MPs around this proposal and a pragmatic stance
taken in relation to the issue of regional collaboration (with other FRSs), where it realised
efficiencies. There was a strong inference that shared services must not produce further
bureaucracy and where possible, should be pursued at a local level.
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Equality and Diversity
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
72%
93%
62%

Disagree %
5%
0%
3%

Neither %
20%
7%
36%

We received 5 comments from the public about this proposal. 40% of comments support the
proposal. We did not receive any negative comments from the public.
We received 16 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 69% of comments support
the proposal. We did not receive any negative comments.
See section 9 for all comments received.
Key themes include:
Everyone should be treated equally and fairly across the organisation; concerns about
positive discrimination; 12-hour shifts may harm this objective (affecting recruitment of
females, mothers and single parents).

Environment
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
79%
79%
79%

Disagree %
6%
7%
7%

Neither %
11%
14%
10%

We received 8 comments from the public about this proposal. 75% of comments support the
proposal. We did not receive any negative comments.
We received 22 comments from internal staff about this proposal. All comments support this
proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.

Responding to Emergencies
Revision of working arrangements for operational staff (including 12 hour shifts & changing
the crewing arrangements for hydraulic platforms at Stockton Heath and Macclesfield fire
station.

Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %

Disagree %

Neither %

67%
86%
45%

6%
10%
52%

22%
10%
52%

See section 9 for all comments received.
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Introduction of 12 hour shifts
We received 12 comments from the public about this proposal. 67% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 8% of comments support the proposal.
We received 55 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 87% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 2% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:The shifts are not family friendly and will have a negative impact on work-life balance; they
will cause childcare problems and increased childcare costs; they may cause problems for
female firefighters; they like the current shift system and it works well; targets are achieved
using the current shift system (CFRS is one of the top performing Fire & Rescue Services);
training needs reviewing, but not necessarily the shift system; Morale on station will be
affected; the costs to implement the new shift system are unnecessary; there will be no
financial savings.

Change crewing arrangements for hydraulic platforms (HP) at Stockton
Heath and Macclesfield fire stations
We received 7 comments from the public about this proposal. 71% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 14% of comments support the proposal.
We received 27 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 63% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 30% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:Retained do not have the training, time and experience; the retained staff would not have the
time for the regular training needed; this will cause delays in attendance times; there is no
guarantee that RDS staff is available for incidents requiring the HP; whole time firefighters will
have to cover for the shortfall in HP trained RDS staff; retained don’t have enough training
time to become skilful Hydraulic Platform Operators; HPs are crewed by full time firefighters,
with extensive experience and a high amount of time available to train for the use of the HP;
RDS staff do not crew this appliance at night and are not trained to crew it - whole time day
crew staff who crew this appliance 24/7; Warrington needs an HP quickly to launch the boat –
so must stay in the area.
This proposal raised concerns at the public meeting held at Crewe Town Hall, where calls for
more community information and consultation as the HP crewing arrangements at
Macclesfield are developed.

Flexible Rostering
We received 20 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 40% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 30% of comments support the proposal.
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Many people believe that it is a good thing and will help people with young families.
See section 9 for all comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:People are unsure about what this involves – Firefighters need more details about this;
people will not be able to plan ahead – like they can with the current system.

Remove the second Crew Manager post on two pump stations and replace it
with a Firefighter post.
We received 38 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 92% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 5% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:We will lose the experience/knowledge of the CMs. This will cause a dilution of skills; there
will be an increase in CM expenses due to covering sickness of other CMs; potential loss of
CPD payments when a FF ‘acts up’; due to the increase in administrative tasks recently, there
is currently a need for more Officers on stations; we do not have enough CMs at the moment;
CMs are extremely important – two are needed; removing a CM would affect productivity;
there will always be a shortage of competent crew managers; firefighters may not want to act
up.

The Budget
Council tax precept for 2010/11
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
73%
66%
66%

Disagree %
13%
17%
7%

Neither %
10%
14%
24%

We received 18 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 72% of comments support
the proposal. We did not receive any negative comments.
See section 9 for all comments received.
The majority of respondents support this proposal. Many of the comments suggested that this
is a cheap increase for the service we provide.
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Continue focusing on both community safety and emergency response
activities.
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
89%
100%
97%

Disagree %
1%
0%
0%

Neither %
4%
0%
3%

We received 13 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 23% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 31% of comments support the proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.
Based on the comments received, people need more information about this proposal before
they will agree or disagree with it.
Although a few people suggested that we need to get emergency response right first.

Future Council Tax precepts to remain under 3%
Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
57%
76%
48%

Disagree %
20%
14%
28%

Neither %
19%
10%
24%

We received 4 comments from internal staff about this proposal. All comments support this
proposal.
See section 9 for all comments received.

General Comments
General comments from the public include:
Concerns about unnecessary changes; concerns about 12-hour shifts; concerns about
changes to fire stations; concerns about risk management; concerns about partnership
working.
Internal staff are concerned by the 12-hour shift proposal and the majority of internal staff are
not in favour of this shift pattern.
During the public meeting held at Crewe Town Hall, the discussions concerned:
 Future development of RDS in Cheshire
 Support for RTC proposals
 Queries over the future of the ‘Vale Royal Triangle’ of stations
 Calls for more community information and consultation as the HP crewing
arrangements at Macclesfield are developed.
See section 8 for all comments received.
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3) Methodology
The following groups were consulted:









Members of Response, Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service’s dedicated residents’
consultation panel via a postal or online survey (postal questionnaire is shown in
Appendix A).
The Cheshire Halton and Warrington Racial Equality Council’s (CHAWREC)
BME consultation panel via a postal survey
Residents via the media and the Service’s website, including use of the
Service’s social networking channels on Facebook and Twitter
Key stakeholders of the Service via a direct mail out
Local MPs and Lords via a dedicated Westminster briefing
Businesses – via the website and through a direct mail out
Employees of the Service via manager briefings and an online survey on the
Intranet
The Representative Bodies – Fire Brigades Union (FBU), Fire Officers
Association (FOA), UNISON and the retained firefighters union (RFU).

A series of seven local stakeholder and resident consultation events also took place across
the four unitary performance areas. Three further public meetings and a dedicated briefing
session for local councillors were also held specifically on the proposals for Birchwood
Community Fire Station.
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4) Birchwood Fire Station Consultation

Consultee
Response Panel
CHAWREC Panel
Businesses

Agree %
80%
93%
69%

Disagree %
4%
3%
7%

Neither %
12%
3%
21%

We received 22 comments from the public about this proposal. 86% of comments oppose the
proposal, while 5% of comments support the proposal.
We received 16 comments from internal staff about this proposal. 56% of comments oppose
the proposal, while 37.5% of comments support the proposal.
Please see section 9 for comments received.
The main reasons given for the opposition include:Information at public meeting was not clear enough; cuts should be made elsewhere;
Birchwood is being penalised for it's own success in driving down local incident rates through
working with the community; night time is the worst time for a fire station to be shut - most
fatal house fires happen at night; this will put safety and lives at risk; Birchwood is a densely
populated area as well as all the industrial/manufacturing processes/businesses; Birchwood
suffers with total grid lock when there is a motorway closure on one of the surrounding
motorways; it will cause delays in attendance times (e.g. during the night and to distant
communities like Culcheth); it can be difficult to get to Birchwood Fire Station due to heavy
traffic congestion in this area at times (e.g. especially if there is an accident on the motorway);
savings (as suggested in IRMP) are not correct; people living in Birchwood want the same
cover as everyone else in Warrington; money has to be saved; more research is needed into
the changes, before this goes ahead.

Public Meetings
During January and February a series of briefings for key stakeholders and public meetings
for residents and businesses were held to outline the business case for the Service’s proposal
to change the way Birchwood Community Fire Station is crewed. All of the presentations set
out in detail the rationale behind the proposal to change the current wholetime crewing
system to one where staff work a 12 hour day shift, with evening cover provided by Retained
Duty System (RDS) personnel.
The headline concerns and the Service’s responses are summarised below:


The change to RDS in the evening will delay the Service’s response to fires and put
lives at risk. Attendance times in the evening will increase by a maximum of five
minutes, however, the Service does not accept that the change will put lives at risk.
The same system has operated effectively across large parts of the Fire Authority for
many years. The Service will still be able to meet its previously agreed response
standards under the new system.
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Birchwood has a lot of motorways and the delay in evening response times will risk the
lives of people trapped in road traffic collisions (RTCs). Despite the extent of the road
network in Birchwood, the numbers of people killed or seriously injured in RTCs during
the evening is very low. The Service is still confident it could meet its response
standard for RTCs under the new proposal.



Staff on the RDS will not be able to get to the station quickly because of traffic /
weather problems. The Service currently employs around 200 RDS staff and they
consistently achieve turnout times under the five minute standard during all times of
the day and in all weathers. The RDS system at Birchwood would operate during the
evening when traffic is a lot quieter.



Staff on the RDS are not as well trained as wholetime firefighters. All CFRS firefighters
receive the same level and standard of initial training. The training is delivered in
modules over a longer period but all firefighters have to achieve the same standard
before they are signed off as competent.



Overall incident numbers at Birchwood are as high around midnight as they are during
the day – why not put in a crewing system to match this? The Service’s main focus is
on the risks of people being killed or injured in fires. The number of house fires in
Birchwood during the evening is extremely low – there were only three in the whole of
2008 and none were serious nor required the Service to rescue anyone. Most of the
Birchwood incidents in the late evening have been small rubbish fires where neither
people nor property was at risk – many fire and rescue services don’t even respond to
these under blue lights.



If risk levels in Birchwood increase in the future, would the Service bring back a
wholetime service. The Service reviews risk levels on at least an annual basis. It would
adapt the resources it has available in a particular area if risks changes and there are
examples of where this has happened recently.



Will any firefighters lose their jobs and what will happen to those who don’t want to go
on to the new system at Birchwood? There will be no redundancies and any staff who
don’t want to move to the day shift system will be transfered to another station. We are
confident we would be able to accommodate most if not all of staff transfer
preferences.



Finance – the proposal has been put forward simply as a cost cutting exercise. This is
strongly rejected. The proposal has been developed in response to a detailed analysis
of the balance between local risk levels and resources. There will be substantial
efficiency savings - which will be reinvested in frontline firefighting equipment – but
cutting costs is not the main priority in this case.

In addition to the comments made at public meetings, letters of objection to the Birchwood
proposal have also been received from Warrington North MP Helen Jones, Warrington
Borough Council, Birchwood Town Council and Culceth and Glazebury Parish Council. While
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the full correspondence is included later in this section, the key theme highlighted is the
increase in attendance times in the evenings.
Members of a campaign group against the Birchwood proposal have been collecting
signatures for a petition which is expected to be presented at the meeting. An e-petition on
the 10 Downing Street website has also been started and at the time of writing the report had
received 230 signatures.

The three possible options for Birchwood Community Fire Station
External Views – Response & CHAWREC Panel Members
Members of the Response Panel and the CHAWREC panel both agreed that their preferred
options for Birchwood were as follows:1) Option 2 – Having staff on station in the day and using retained duty staff who are on call
in the evening.
2) Option 1 – Making it a day crewed station &
3) Option 3 - Having staff on station in the day and then moving in an appliance and crew
from another wholetime station at night.
External Views – Businesses
Members of the business community had a slightly different preference (although it is
important to point out that there is very little difference).
1) Option 2
2) Option 3
3) Option 1

Facebook Comments
The following comments were posted to the Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service Facebook
account and were added to the ‘Birchwood consultation event’ post. Here are the Facebook
comments:
Birchwood Consultation Event
Friday, 05 February 2010 at 06:56
Date: Friday 12th February 2010
Time: 18:30 – 20:30
Venue: The Centre, Birchwood Park, Warrington, WA3 6YN
Steve Hamblett
My thoughts are that choosing a time from 2-4 in the afternoon for a meeting of significant
importance to local residents is both calculated and immoral. You know fine well that the
majority of people are at work and those that are not will have children to collect from school
slap bang in the middle of the meeting. Why does this not surprise everyone!
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Steve Hamblett
Please could you tell me where the meeting last week was advertised, that local residents
from Birchwood would have had access to.
Kind Regards
Steve Hamblett
With reference to general IRMP meetings, these were not specific to Birchwood and therefore
did not have the same impact on the community. The general IRMP meetings would be of
more interest to local businesses and therefore they would not be able to attend in the day
time due to trading, I personally see a big difference. I am sure my views will be backed up
tomorrow by other local residents and councillors.
Steve Hamblett
Please could you tell me where the meeting last week was advertised, that local residents
from Birchwood would have had access to.
Kind Regards
Mike Addison
I would like to know of all the attempts you have made to inform the stake holder of the
meetings and where you have advertised in the community? I would also appreciate a less
condescending response from the Head of Corporate Communications or have the staff at
CFRS Headquarters forgotten they are employed to serve the public in a respectful manor. I
would also like to remind you that a small number of people will be aware of the IRMP its
content or the way you spin things to look like you are providing a better service even though
you are cutting the level and quality of the fire cover.
Lesley Ann Marshall
Good point Caroline, but it was the Fire Brigades Union who contacted the local paper to alert
us to what was going on, wasn't it?

Steve Hamblett
Tim what you fail to realise is that after working for Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service for 20
years and dealing with them as an organisation personally for my last 12-18 months I know
only to well the lies, the deceit and disrespect that they show employees never mind the
public and Ito have no hesitation in saying so. In fairness that was under a different Chief Fire
Officer, so I cannot say the same for the current Chief and therefore reserve judgement. I also
think that the Chief conducted himself very well at the meeting and can only hope that he
listens to the public and puts some faith back into the service. What I cannot condone is the
loss of another 12 firefighters jobs. Try looking at the amount of support staff compared to
front line fire fighters, this is a public service not a private business.
Lynne Greenhalgh
Following on from Caroline's point, as far as I'm aware there was no media coverage
advertising the first meeting on the evening of Monday 25 Jan.
As for publicising proposals and meetings on the Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service website,
well of course we all check it regularly...
17

Not everyone has internet access and is able to access online forms and forums. While I
appreciate that this is a viable method of communication, it cannot be used to justify a dire
lack of proper publication of proposals and meetings in a way that gives all members of the
community (both residential and business) sufficient notice and the opportunity to make their
views known.
Steve Hamblett
Please could you ensure that a number of Large A3 notices are posted in and around the
Asda centre with appropriate wording, maybe you could get together with the union to agree
on appropriate wording.
Thanks Steve
Lynne Greenhalgh
Could you also please post the date, time and venue for the meeting on the KEEP
BIRCHWOOD FIRE STATION WHOLETIME Facebook page?
I would also like to suggest that you notify all the Town/Parish Councils in the areas covered
by Birchwood Fire Station.
Thanks
Lynne Greenhalgh
Given that a decision on this proposal is due to be made on 17 March can you please confirm
the date/time/venue for the next meeting in Birchwood as a matter of urgency, or will the
decision be taken at a later date to allow Cheshire Fire and Rescue Services the opportunity
to properly consider the public response?
Thank you
Lynne Greenhalgh
Thank you. I see that it's also on the Warrington Guardian website. Please could you confirm
where/how else it's being advertised?
Thanks, Lynne
Lynne Greenhalgh
Could you also please confirm that the deadline for the submission of responses to the survey
online has been extended to 12 February?
Thanks, Lynne
Lynne Greenhalgh
Any reply yet to my question on Saturday: Could you also please confirm that the deadline for
the submission of responses to the survey online has been extended to 12 February?
If so please could you post a link to the form as part of youor reply?
Thanks, Lynne
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Mike Addison
If your home your work or even you drive through Birchwood, Gorse Covert, Risley,
Culcheth, Croft, Glazebury, Glazebrook, Hollins Green, Woolston, Padgate, Fearnhead,
Cinnamon Brow and Locking Stumps you need to attend this meeting and have your say!
Once they down grade the station to retained at night it will be 5 min before a fire engine is on
its way to you when you need it the most! Can you and your family afford for you not to be
there? Once it has gone it has gone! Believe me ... See more5min plus the travel time to get
to you is a long time when you are trapped in a crashed car or unable to escape the toxic
smoke choking you in a house fire. So please check out the link and come to the meeting.
Help keep Birchwood fire station 24/7 and make a difference.
Adey Allison
Personally I agree with the plan. The level of fire cover throughout Warrington & Halton
("North Cheshire") is something that does require re-evaluation. Fearnhead & Padgate are
within easy target time reach of Warrington, am not certain that Hollins Green is within the
CF&RS boundary and is possibly jointly covered by Birchwood & Irlam (Greater Manchester)
along with Rixton. Croft and Culcheth are quite rural so I would suggest that fire statistics for
these areas is quite low. However, with increased Home Fire Safety visits and fitting of smoke
alarms the risks will be reduced. The day-crewing system has worked very well for many
years at Stockton Heath, Northwich & Winsford and if memory serves me right there have
been no loss of life caused from operating a retained system at night. The public purse can
only stretch so far and in making decisions like this the CFO is trying to obtain "Best Value"
with what he has available to spend.

Media coverage and responses received


See section 5 for letters from stakeholders.



See section 6 for feedback from public meetings.



See section 9 for all comments received from intranet staff and the public via the online
consultation exercise.



See section 10 of this report for media coverage linked to the Birchwood Fire Station
proposal.
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5) Stakeholder Responses/Feedback
In addition to being invited to attend one of the stakeholder events, key stakeholders of the
Service also received a copy of the draft plan, summary document and feedback form in the
mail. Below is a list of the stakeholders who responded and their comments.
Name

Position

Organisation

Responding Protecting
Tackling the
to
our
corporate
Emergencies communities challenges
of the
Authority

General Comments/
Observations

Mrs K Benn

Clerk

Manley Parish
Council

P1, Agree
P2, not our
area
P3, Not our
area

Consultation all well and good
but the resources could be
better used. Too many of
these opinion forms from
every dept of CWAC.

Ms A Collins

Engagement
Manager

Police Authority

No comments Welcome all
proposals and
would
welcome an
opportunity to
get involved.

P7, Excellent
P8,
welcomed.
Will work with
Erin as
required.
P9, good

Mr R Humphrey Chairman

Longford
Neighbourhood
Service Centre

I fully accept
the changes
which are
required for
the better for
each
department.

I fully accept
the changes
which are
required for
the better for
each
department.

Ms S Mahon

Service
Support
Officer

Places for
People Group

Mr D Anderson

Business
Development
Manager

Age Concern
East Cheshire

P4, simpler
wording
would help
P5, Not sure
P6, Agree

I fully accept
the changes
which are
required for
the better for
each
department.

P7, do not
agree, this
would
deminish the
service
P8, Rubbish
P9, Socialist
dogma

No comments

No Comments Age Concern
East Cheshire
supports the
prioritising of
resources to
target the
highest risk
groups. Age
Concern East
Cheshire has
a team of
almost 200
volunteers
and would
welcome the
opportunity to
discuss any
potential for
joint working
in volunteer
activity.

Age Concern
East Cheshire
would
welcome the
opportunity
for further
development
of partnership
working and
as an ISO
14001
accredited
organisation
supports the
commitment
to reduce
environmental
impact.

Age Concern East Cheshire's
supporting you service enjoys
a good working relationship
with Cheshire Fire and
Rescue Service and the
organisation would welcome
any opportunity for further
joint working.
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Name

Position

Organisation

Responding Protecting
Tackling the
to
our
corporate
Emergencies communities challenges
of the
Authority

General Comments/
Observations

Mrs S M Heyes Scheme
Manager

Anchor Trust

Only the Fire
Service
themselves
can say if this
will work.

We have good services, I
hope that the changes will not
affect service or staff.

J Readman

Executive
Officer

Warrington
Carers Centre

12 hour shifts
are not
always the
way to get the
best out of
staff although
it will allow for
training time.
Reducing
crew at
Birchwood
should be
reviewed to
see the
impact this
has had on
the area.

Ms K Russell

Service
Support
Officer

Places for
People

Mr Kevin
Butcher

ACO
(Response)

Hampshire Fire
and Rescue
Service

P1, have you
consulted
occupational
health
advisers ref 2
x 12 hour
shifts?
P2, we
removed D/C
stations
because of
the impact on
response
times and the
hidden costs
of allowances

Seem like
good ideas –
would fit in
well with
neighbourhoo
d
management
and plans.

Good ideas.
Have worked
well with the
Fire Service
when it
comes to
carers.

Community
safety is
vitally
important,
especially in
areas where
our population
is ageing.
They need
regular
checks to
remind and
check safety
due to
medical/physi
cal/mental
changes that
can occur
rapidly.

The service provided by
Macclesfield Fire Station is
exemplary and the residents
feel safe and secure due to
this.

Is it possible
for you to
share your
risk map with
us?
I am also
interested in
your response
performance
against your
target of 92%.

Your rapid response rescue
units look very interesting. Are
you able to share your
specification, risk
assessments etc?
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Name

Position

Organisation

Responding Protecting
Tackling the
to
our
corporate
Emergencies communities challenges
of the
Authority

General Comments/
Observations

etc. Have you
considered
this?
P3, Is dual
crewing an
option for
aerial
appliances.
We use this
for 2 out of
our 3 aerials.
Ms Sue Collins

Corps Officer

The Salvation
Army

I have great regard for all that
the Service is already
providing and feel that a good
job is done. Anything that
maintains or improves that
standard has to be good for
all concerned.

Mr John Lyons

Network
Maintenance
Manager

United Utilities

Having received the draft plan
from a UU perspective as a
stakeholder, I found it to be a
comprehensive and
informative document.
However, I found nothing to
warrant any concerns or
comments from my capacity
as Network Maintenance
Manager for UU.

Mr Paul Woods Senior
Technical
Consultant

Fire Protection
Association

Mr Shahid
Malik, MP

CLG

See letter
below this
table
Inappropriate for CLG to
comment.

Mr Daniel
Latham

Not specified

Not specified

All good

Fine

Ms Nicole
Moral

Trainee
Solicitor

Warrington CAB

Excellent

Excellent

Ms Carole
McGuire

Wellbeing
Mentor

Warrington NHS

£1.80 nothing, seems okay.

Ms Leena Josh Not specified

Not specified

I am pleased about the
development plans which you
are planning to implement.
We strongly support for the
safety of our community.

Serhane Koriba Not specified

Not specified

Maybe
covering 12
hour shifts will
give more
availability.

More staff or
equipment
means less
risk.

Excellent

More effective
approach to
tackle the
major
problems in
the area
increase level
of awareness.

Excellent

It seems that this service will
try to improve the quality and
availability of the service in
area.
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Name

Position

Organisation

Responding Protecting
Tackling the
to
our
corporate
Emergencies communities challenges
of the
Authority

Ms P
Bloomfield

Book Keeper

WCL

Forward
thinking and
responding to
budgets,
needs and
usage.

Mr L Murphy

Partnership
Manager

Cheshire Safer
Roads
Partnership

General Comments/
Observations

We acknowledge the services
commitment to attend RTCs
within 11 minutes and aligned
to the work undertaken to
train fire officers in first aid
and first on scene response
can see only benefits from
this commitment within the
golden hour principle.
We welcome a review of the
balance of esources between
community fire and road
safety. As the plan
acknowledges fire officers
have to attend more collisions
than community fires and the
potential to build our road
safety
capacity is welcomed.
Similarly with the road safety
team. We note also the
potential of the fire bike as a
community engagement tool.
There are a couple of other
comments I would like to
make. I think a review of the
balance of resources would
sit better in consultation with
the wider road safety
community, so that should the
Fire Service decide it will
increase its road safety
capacity, then it is agreed
with the wider road safety
community the best use of
these resources.
Also and I made this point last
year. I think the emphasis that
the fire service put on young
people within their corporate
plan is most welcomed.
However road death is the
biggest cause of death for
young people and I wonder
whether there is potential to
make a stronger link between
the work strands of road
safety and working with
young people. I think the Fire
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Name

Position

Organisation

Responding Protecting
Tackling the
to
our
corporate
Emergencies communities challenges
of the
Authority

General Comments/
Observations

Service provides us with a
very real opportunity to work
with young people in ways
and places that those young
people find beneficial.
Mr D Dowling

Not specified

Urenco Uk Ltd

Ms Jeneen
Mullan

Advocate
Learning
Difficulties

Warrington
Advocacy

Ms Jackie
Denning

Housing
Options CoOrdinator

WHIA

Ms Yvonne
Jones

Admin

Warrington CAB

Comments are specific to the
document and will be
addressed as part of review
on draft plan.
P2, good
idea, maybe a
skeleton
service and
then redirect
the crews
where most
necessary.

P 4, great.
P 6 , great.
I work with
people with
learning
difficulties and
these two
issues are
quite
common.

P7, The
Keep up the good work.
speak up
group (self
advocacy
group at the
gateway) are
always
looking for
local
professionals/
people in
power to talk
to the group
and promote
important
services.

Good

Good

Good

Good

Correspondence from stakeholders
COPY of e-mail sent to Mr Paul Hancock in response to IRMP7 Consultation for Cllr David
Topping, Chair, Fire Authority

For the attention of Mr Paul Hancock, Chief Fire Officer, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service
Dear Mr Hancock
I have been asked by the Members of Birchwood Town Council to write to express their vehement
objection to the proposed future staffing of Birchwood Fire Station, outlined in the IRMP7 document
2010/2011.
Members have been to a number of presentations given by senior Fire Service staff, at which the
proposed changes were communicated to those present. Having considered the potential implications
for the local community, they remain incensed (as do the community) at these proposals. They
believe that the advertising of consultation events has been poor, leaving many local communities
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unaware of the proposed changes. Events that have been held have been poorly advertised or have
been held during the day when a lot of people are at work and therefore unable to attend. We note
that in order to address this a further meeting was planned for a Friday evening 6.30 – 8.30 pm which,
at that time, was not being held with a view to encouraging people to attend.
Birchwood, as you are no doubt aware, is an area with both a thriving business community and
residential area. It is also surrounded by the M62 and M6 (M56) motorways and the notorious Croft
Interchange. Within the service delivery area of the Birchwood Fire Station there is Risley Prison,
several schools, old peoples homes, care homes, shopping centres, petrol stations, hotels, colleges,
many businesses, a distillery, an airstrip based at Martinscroft Moss to name but a few. There are
also other villages such as Woolston, Rixton, Glazebrook, Croft, Culcheth, Risley, Glazebury, Padgate
all of which have their own challenges.
We are all aware that time is of the essence should a fire break out or an accident occur, which is why
Councillors remain so concerned. Although reassurances are being given, it is difficult to understand
why it would be acceptable to man a fire station at night with retained firefighting staff who had only
just been trained. Whilst we accept that the level of training may eventually be the same as that for
any other firefighter, wouldn’t previous experience of dealing with actual emergency situations be
more beneficial? Residents, in particular would be more vulnerable at night and the Birchwood area
alone has around 11,000 residents some of whom live in blocks of flats with only one way in and one
way out.
We understand that the proposed model has not been proven to work at Wilmslow or Stockton Heath,
or indeed anywhere else nationally where it has been introduced. These staffing arrangements have
only been in place at Wilmslow since 1st February so it is maybe too soon to rate its success or
otherwise. There is little or no assurance that the Fire and Rescue Service will be successful in
recruiting and training the number of part-timers required particularly as the levels of pay are not
particularly attractive. So, if the introduction of this model goes ahead, what happens should the
service be unsuccessful in attracting the right number and calibre of firefighters?
Members were informed that the proposals would mean enhanced career opportunities for local
people as retained firefighters are required to reside within five minutes of the fire station. However, it
has to be borne in mind that from the call being received, it would be an additional five minutes before
the fire appliance could leave the station, and that is assuming that weather and road conditions are
favourable, and that all staff arrive within their designated five minutes. Presumably someone still has
to open up the station and get the fire engine out. Are all firefighters able to drive a fire appliance or
are there only certain designated drivers? What happens in the event of absence through sickness or
holiday? If a retained firefighter has another job during the day, then who is to say they arrive at the
station fresh and ready to handle an emergency, especially at night when it is more challenging.
We acknowledge that the Birchwood Station has done much work locally to install smoke detectors
and increase awareness of the dangers of fire which is good, proactive work and has helped to reduce
the number of callouts. Whilst the number of deaths caused by fire is reduced, Members highlighted
the fact that statistics can be misleading. For example, if a person has had a heart attack and died
due to the stress of being in a house that has caught fire, or has died as the result of injuries sustained
from a blow to the head caused by jumping out of a window to try to escape, their deaths would not be
listed as a fire death – even though it may be a direct result of being in a house that has caught fire –
so the statistics can be open to interpretation.
The Town Council does not believe that Birchwood and surrounding area can be compared to other
more rural areas where similar staffing arrangements are in place.
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The Town Council would ask that the proposals are withdrawn, be reconsidered and, in the interests
of public safety, that the staffing of Birchwood remains 24 hour.
We would urge you to consider these valid concerns.
On behalf of the Members of Birchwood Town Council
Mrs F McDonald
Clerk to the Council
Birchwood Town Council
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Email from Mr. S Storey re Birchwood
Dear Sir,
Firstly I hope you do not mind me E-mailing you direct.
I attended the public meeting at, The Centre, in Birchwood Park last Friday the 12th February. I came to the
meeting with an open mind and to listen to what you had to say before making any decisions as to whether I was
for or against the proposals for our local community fire station. I did not speak on the night but have spent some
time since the meeting thinking about what you, your deputy, some fire fighters who were at the meeting and the
members of the general public had to say.
As a result I have the following observations that I would like to make:








I noted with interest the figures on incidents that you presented as to why Birchwood Fire Station had
been chosen to be staffed by retained on call Fire Fighters between the hours of 19.00 and 07.00 hours.
Despite the views of the eloquent gentleman who was sat at the back of the auditorium having seen the
figures I can fully understand why Birchwood has been chosen for this proposal. I understand why the
2009 figures were not presented but would like to see what they look like, as basing 2011 strategy on
2007 and 2008 figures seems a little risky. I am sure that I have read, in the Warrington Guardian,
details of several house fires recently and in fact I have just read a report of a car accident on the M62 at
04.00 hours last Sunday morning where Blue watch attended and had to cut out the driver of the vehicle
which would indicate that levels of activity may have risen in recent times.
A lady brought up the fact that the majority of houses in the Birchwood area are of timber framed
construction and that she was concerned that fire would spread more quickly in this type of dwelling.
Your Deputy refuted this idea stating that unless the house was all wood like a shed then this would not
be the case. As I live in a house which is built using timber framed construction methods I have read
several articles over the years which would indicate this may not be true. The latest being a Joint
Ministerial submission with the Practitioner Forum and the Community Safety Forum on the dangers of
fires in timber framed construction, issued in April 2009. Whilst the submission deals mainly with fires on
timber framed construction sites two paragraphs clearly state that there is an increased risk of fire
spreading more quickly in completed buildings. These read:
o Within completed timber frame buildings the risk of fire spread in the event of a fire occurring
can increase dramatically should there be any aspects of poor workmanship in areas such as
cavity barriers, fire stopping or finish quality;
o There is concern that, in the longer term, wear and tear as well as professional and DIY
alterations will increase the risk of fire spread in completed buildings even if workmanship on the
original construction is good.
I would be very interested to hear your professional opinion on this matter as I am certainly no expert
and reading isolated reports may not give a balanced view of the true risks of fire in this type of home.
One statistic that you quoted that I am afraid I can never agree with is that the average time for a
retained fire fighter to get to the fire station is 2.46 minutes. I have tried this myself and from alarm to the
front door took me over one and a half minutes; although I must point out that I am considerably older
and much less fit than your Fire Fighters. I could not have got into my car, got to the station and into my
gear in one minute. Even if the average time you quoted is correct I presume that the engine cannot
leave the station until the full complement of Fie Fighters has arrived, so rather than quoting the average
time for a retained Fire Fighter to get to the station the time from alarm to the appliance leaving the
station is more appropriate and crucial. After all if the first Fire Fighter arrives within a minute and the
last takes 10 minutes to get there then the engine I presume will not leave until ten minutes after the call.
You quoted Wilmslow fire station several times during the night, are you able to share with me the times
that they achieve from getting the alarm call to being mobile and on route to the fire?
Your Deputy was asked if the use of retained Fire Fighters was better than the current system. He
answered that better was subjective and after being pressed stated that it was a step in the right
direction. Surely not - better would be to have two engines manned by whole time Fire Fighters so if one
engine was engaged there would always be a spare – better still would be to have three engines
manned by whole time Fire Fighters so that if two were deployed there would be a spare should another
call come in. However nobody in their right mind would expect this cover, it is not realistic with the
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budgets that you have to work with, but going to retained Fire Fighters between the hours of 19.00 and
07.00 being a step in the right direction? Surely not, more of a calculated risk I would have thought.
You stated that going down this route would save circa £420K per annum and that the cash saved would
be invested in breathing apparatus for Cheshire fire crews. You also stated that if this was not done now
then with the expected Government cuts, which I agree must come; you would not have the money to
invest in this equipment in the future. I think that this is one thing that would convince people to drop any
objection to the proposal. What came across to me loud and clear is the respect that residents have for
your Fire Fighters who regularly put their lives on the line to help and protect the community. I realise
that having the latest gear must be crucial in the protection of fire Fighters and failure to do this now will
probably mean that they will be operating with obsolete and old equipment for many years to come
which will in the end increase the risk of them being injured or even worse killed.
My final observation, I am sure you will be pleased to know, is around the training of Retained Fire
Fighters. A lady stated that she would rather have a fully trained Whole Time crew attend a fire that she
was in as they would be better trained and have a greater knowledge of how their colleagues all think
and react. I believe that both you and your Deputy stated during the evening stated that Retained Fire
Fighters are trained to the same standard as Whole Time Fire Fighters, but in a different way. Whilst I
am sure that they are trained to an acceptable and competent standard I cannot believe they have the
time to devote to training, that your whole Time Fire Fighters do, as they would have no time for family
and career. Your Whole Time Fire Fighters seem to spend a considerable amount of time honing their
skills which I am sure could not be replicated on a part time basis.

I have given some considerable thought to all the things that I heard on that night and I have come to the
following conclusion. The proposal does not give the residents of Birchwood a better service but by
implementing this method of operation significant funds will be released to invest in equipment to help keep
Cheshire Fire Fighters safe more able to do a better job which will benefit the County as a whole. I also realise
that this decision has not been made without careful consideration and a full risk assessment which must have
shown that there is in increased risk but one which is worth taking, as I agree after the General Election there will
by massive cuts in all areas of public spending that would prevent this investment in equipment in the future,
meaning that Cheshire Fire Fighters would be operating for many years to come with obsolete equipment which
would impact on their safety and efficiency.
Who can argue against that?
I know that you do not need me to tell you that there are three main types of people:
1. Those that will never agree to any cuts however sound the argument.
2. Those that can’t be bothered coming to meetings as it’s all too much trouble, usually the first to complain
however when an incident occurs.
3. And lastly those who will listen and make a judgement on what they hear.
Can I ask that in future you be brutally frank and tell people how it is. I know that you said on several occasions
that you were not trying to sell the proposal, but you should have been, as I am sure you must think that any
increased risk is worth taking for the benefits that will be realised. I hope that everybody realises that these
decisions are not arrived at lightly, but that someone has to make them, even though to some people they
maybe very unpopular.
Thank you for taking the time to read this mail. I have bored you long enough, but can assure you that I feel
much better now I have got my thoughts off my chest.
Yours sincerely.

Steve Storey. J.P.
A Birchwood resident of 26 years
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Letter from the Fire Protection Association
I have looked at the Draft Corporate Plan on behalf of the Fire Protection Association and
want to thank you for including us in your consultation process. As you know, the FPA works
in support of fire reduction across the fire sectors, looking to promote notable practice where
opportunities arise.
The FPA is responsible for the management of RISC Authority, which conducts research on
behalf of UK insurers. Within the RISC Authority structure I convene the intervention and
monitoring group, composed primarily of insurance risk managers. As a group we look at
current and potential issues affecting fire risk reduction, including changes to fire and rescue
service policy and practice introduced through IRMPs.
I am particularly interested in the references within the Plan on protecting the business
community and in particular the sections on fire safety protection, data and intelligence
sharing and joint working with the insurance industry.
I would therefore wish to ask if it is possible to discuss these developments with the Service
lead(s) to see if there are opportunities to disseminate good ideas more widely or to see if
FPA / RISC Authority can support the work.
I do hope that you can assist,
Yours sincerely
Paul Woods
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6) Stakeholder Events
A series of seven local stakeholder and resident consultation events also took place across
the four unitary performance areas.
Date of Event
Cheshire
East.
Public Consultation (Evening)
Cheshire West & Chester.
Venue: Crewe Town Hall
Public Consultation (Day)

Only a handful of people attended but they were
Notes
all key local stakeholders, including local unitary
councillors, Middlewich Town Mayor, and
Emergency
representative.
Despite a lotPlanning
of publicity
this was a sparsely
attended meeting.

Venue: Ellesmere Port Civic Hall
Attended:
Attended:
John Redmond
Darren Griffiths
Tim Bevington
Mark Abram
Alex Waller

Discussions concerned :
No concerns were raised regarding the IRMP
future
development of RDS in Cheshire
proposals.

Paul
Vaughan
Cheshire
West & Chester.

calls
fordespite
more community
information
and
Again,
a lot of publicity
this was
a poorly
consultation
as thewith
HP just
crewing
arrangements
attended meeting
one response
panelat
Macclesfield
are
developed
member and a Member of the Fire Authority
attended.

Public Consultation (Evening)

support for RTC proposals
queries over the future of the ‘Vale Royal
Triangle’ of stations

Venue: Winsford Lifestyle Centre
Cheshire East.
Attended:
Public Consultation (Day)
Darren Griffiths
Venue: Macclesfield Fire Station
Phil Hales
Halton.

This was attended by five people.

Attended:
Public Consultation (Day)

This was a good interactive session. Eight
people attended and fed into the discussions.

No concerns were raised regarding the IRMP
proposals
No concerns were raised regarding the IRMP
proposals.

Darren
Venue: Griffiths
Runcorn Town Hall.
John Redmond
Attended:
Darren Griffiths

No concerns were raised regarding the IRMP
proposals.

Jason Thelwell
This event involved the trial of our ‘market stall’
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Warrington

approach.

Public Consultation (Day)

Venue: Warrington Gateway.

More than 20 people passed through the event
chatting to officers about the various proposals.
Feedback forms were given to all those who
attended, most took these away to complete.

Attended:
Darren Griffiths
Tim Bevington

All of those who discussed the budget issues
supported the current precept proposal and the
Fire Authority’s future approach. Three people
discussed the Birchwood proposal and points
raised included:

Terry McDermott
Need to balance resources and risk levels
Acceptance that day crew / RDS system works
effectively elsewhere
Queries over length of delay in evening
attendance
Questions over loss of jobs / impact on existing
firefighters

Warrington

This was attended by two stakeholders from the
North West Ambulance Service.

Public Consultation (Evening)

Venue: Warrington Fire Station.
No concerns were raised regarding the IRMP
proposals
Attended:
Darren Griffiths
Terry McDermott
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Three further public meetings and a dedicated briefing session for local councillors
were also held specifically on the proposals for Birchwood Community Fire Station.

Feedback from Birchwood public consultation meeting
February 2, 2010 at Birchwood Community Fire Station 2- 5pm

Attendance: approx 36 people including:
6 current / retired CFRS firefighters and one current GMFRS
Birchwood Town Council members - 12

Main areas of concern:
Extra risk caused by delayed attendance
Refusal to accept figures – manipulation of data
Finance – belief that this is just to cut costs
Retained staff – concerns over competence / training

Issues raised during the meeting included:
Risk levels – the area cannot be low as it includes one COMAH site and Risley.
Incident numbers and deaths – refusal to accept the validated data for 2008 used in
presentation. Refusal to accept lack of deaths. Refusal to accept no RTC injuries on
motorways attended by CFRS.
Why is data showing from 8pm to 8am when proposal is for 7.30 – 7.30?
Concern that the proposal is just for financial reasons
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Comments that retained recruitment would be difficult and competence / training levels not up
to those of wholetime firefighters – despite reassurances
Query over management of new retained unit – who will be in charge
Concern that the five minute delay will cost lives
Questions about the current attendance times for CFRS compared to others in North West
Willingness to pay extra to keep service unchanged
Query over the Service response if risks increase in the future – possible extra development
planned in and around Birchwood
Reluctance to accept that life risk is not greatest at night
Query over motorway attendance times / incidents
Claims that retained staff would not be able to get from their homes to the station because of
traffic / weather problems
Query over views of current Birchwood firefighters and what would happen to them if scheme
is implement – reassurance over no compulsory redundancies
Refusal to accept cost savings
Community is being victimised because the station has been so good at reducing risk – victim
of their own success
Residents pay the highest rates yet their service is being cut
Whole consultation should see more promotion and publicity
Claims that it is a forgone conclusion and will be implemented regardless of community
opposition
Police and ambulance services have got worse as a result of cutbacks – don’t let same
happen to fire and rescue service.
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Feedback from Birchwood Members’ briefing
February 9, 2010 at Birchwood Community Fire Station 5.30 – 8 pmpm

Attendance: 6 Members – all Birchwood Town Council members, two also Warrington
Borough Council Members

Main areas of concern:
Extra risk caused by delayed attendance
Refusal to accept financial figures
Impact of increased development on risk levels

Issues raised during the meeting included:
Risk levels – these are likely to increase in future with current and future expansion, eg
college, high school, hotels and offices
Concern that the five minute delay will cost lives
Why haven’t alternative options been considered
Who will be accountable if someone dies after the change has been made and as a result of
the increased attendance time?
What do firefighters think – on Birchwood station and the union reps?
How can budget be signed off in advance of the decision on Birchwood if the savings are
included?
How are incidents on the borders tackled – what will be the impact on these if proposal goes
ahead?
Are there outlying areas – eg Rixton – where GMC attends first
Is the £400,000 a cut or an efficiency?
Does the Service have long term financial plans or just medium term?
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CFA proposing tax increase while cutting the service in Birchwood – residents don’t mind
paying more for better local services.
Would the retained staff be available during the day?
How can retained staff be as competent as wholetime – attend less incidents?
Is there ongoing training for the retained?

Feedback from Birchwood public consultation meeting
February 12, 2010 at the Birchwood Centre, Birchwood Business Park, 6.30 - 10pm

Attendance: approx 61 people

Main areas of concern:
Extra risk to residents caused by delayed attendance
Extra risk to motorists involved in RTCs due to delayed attendance
Turnout times of RDS staff
Overall incident levels among the highest during the evening when the change is proposed
CFA willingness to consider views of consultees

Issues raised during the meeting included:
Concern that the five minute delay will cost lives
Claims that previous incidents eg kitchen fires, would have been much worse if there had
been delayed attendance
More likely to have fatalities
Retained staff would not provide the same level of reassurance and confidence to residents
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Retained staff are supposed to be the staff but wholetime have more experience due to
attending incidents
Five minute delay plus mobilising time – yet it only take 3 minutes for a fire to engulf a room
Claims that retained staff would not be able to get from their homes to the station because of
traffic problems
Refusal to accept average RDS turmout time of 2 minutes 40 seconds, traffic and weather
problems – cannot be done
Why no firefighters present?
It would be a step backwards for the Birchwood public. You would be getting rid of
experienced and committed firefighters and replacing them with inexperienced people not
used to protecting people
Presentation has not addressed the fact that overall number of incidents in the evening is
high
Disputed recent statistics about current mobilising times for Birchwood in the evening
Claims that the Targeted Response Vehicle (TRV) is not a structural appliance
Presentation shows historic data – in the previous six weeks Birchwood had been out to a
property fire in the evening – crews stopped the fire quickly
Time is critical when attending RTCs – golden hour for dealing with casualities will be
reduced by the proposal
RDS don’t have wholetime standards
Why not have wholetime up to midnight to deal with small fires and then retained from then til
early morning?
What about different shift patterns in line with incidents / risks?
Why not move a main appliance across from Warrington to Birchwood at night?
Who will be to blame if someone dies after the change has been made? It’s the difference
between life and death
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7) Feedback from MPs / Lords briefing
On Wednesday 3 February the Chief Fire Officer, Chair of the Fire Authority, Government
Liaison Officer and Events Officer travelled to London for the annual briefing/lobby of
Cheshire MPs and Lords. The event also provided an opportunity to brief MPs and Lords on
the draft Integrated Risk Management Plan for 2010-11 (IRMP7).
The event was extremely productive and as well as introducing both a new Chief and Chair to
local representatives, the delegation was able to run through some of the key proposals in
IRMP7.
In the morning the delegation was provided with a meeting room in Portcullis House by
Christine Russell MP (City of Chester), who was abroad, but was represented by her staff.
Other MPs attending included Ann and Nick Winterton (Congleton and Macclesfield), Andrew
Miller (Ellesmere Port and Neston), Edward Timpson (Crewe and Nantwich) and Stephen
O’Brien (Eddisbury).
The conversation was relaxed and frank and officers received a good overview of the views
coming out of Westminster.
In particular there was positive feedback on the review of the balance between road safety
and fire safety. However, one Member questioned the Service on whether this activity
exceeded the FRS remit. Other MPs provided reassurance and gave clear support for FRS
interventions on road safety, the partnership approach and the review of the balance of
resources.
There was also very positive feedback around the proposed approach to shared services and
collaboration and a pragmatic stance taken in relation to the issue of regional collaboration
(with other FRSs), where it realised efficiencies. There was a strong inference that shared
services must not produce further bureaucracy and where possible, should be pursued at a
local level.
The MPs were very positive about the newly created split between service ‘support’ and
‘delivery’ and the new structure established by the Chief Fire Officer upon his appointment.
There was clear support for the Service to continue its journey of modernisation and to
continue to review existing structures and ways of working. Several MPs stressed the need to
increase productivity in the workforce and make the best use of staff time between incidents.
Several MPs stressed the need to continually ensure that local risks were reviewed and any
issues addressed.
There was some discussion around the role of health and safety and ensuring the Authority,
managers and particularly front line staff were protected and safe, under a changed legal
environment.
A number of MPs voiced the need for closer integration between the FRS and Ambulance
services through co-responder schemes and while a number of MPs raised issues with other
service providers (in specific local circumstances) there was general support for the aims and
successes of the project delivered in Nantwich. There was similar praise for the Rapid
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Response Rescue Units (RRRUs) deployed in Holmes Chapel and Sandbach and an
appreciation of the flexibility of response these enhanced resources provided.
Efforts to improve the processes for undertaking Fire Safety inspections were supported, as
evidence of the Service’s contribution to helping the local economy and supporting business
and the need to continue to invest significantly in training, despite the challenging financial
climate, was strongly emphasised.
Due to diary commitments Warrington North MP, Helen Jones, declined the invitation to
attend the briefing and hear proposals for making changes to the duty system at Birchwood
directly.
In the afternoon the delegation met with their Lords Harrison, Grantchester, Wade and Hoyle
in the House of Lords and again talked widely around issues affecting the Service and plans
for the future. Feedback was general, but positive. No particular issues or proposals were
discussed. However there was a great deal of support for the approach of the Service and the
impact of its policies.
Following both meetings the Chief Fire Officer agreed to introduce a better system of briefings
to keep parliamentarians more up to date on local issues, as well as national developments
that might impact upon the Service.
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8) Formal Responses From Unions
Cheshire FBU Response to ‘Draft’ Corporate Plan & IRMP 2010/2011.
In responding to the draft IRMP document it remains the intention of the FBU in Cheshire to
be supportive of any improvements to the Fire Service and to help in improving the service we
offer the public. Equally, where we believe proposals within the IRMP will not improve the
Service, we will voice our concerns and expect our views to influence the final draft and
proposals. We hope, therefore, that any changes can be approached in a spirit of partnership,
where modernisation of the way we work and deliver our services can be guided by
ministerial frameworks and remain within the spirit and intent of nationally negotiated
conditions of service.
The changes proposed in the IRMP7 are considerable and extensive, so to avoid confusion,
and to instil a sense of workforce inclusion in these proposals, we ask that all matters
affecting FBU members be the subject of thorough consultation/negotiation with a view to
reaching agreement prior to the implementation of changes to policies, practices or protocols.
In an effort to assist in this process we make the following preliminary observations to the
points raised in the draft IRMP7 document.
We make no apology that our response continues to highlight a number of concerns and
observations that have been consistent within our previous responses. Whilst we accept a
number of proposals will improve CF&RS response to risk and FBU members will be fully
supportive of these initiatives, we can not accept the IRMP process being used to continue to
reduce emergency cover and worsen firefighters working conditions and therefore will
campaign to protect the level of service, safety of firefighters, public and our members
conditions of service.
A further criticism of the IRMP process is the lack of FBU and staff involvement in the
development of the IRMP.T he national guidance document does advocate FBU and staff
involvement and had this been the case, in the early stages of the IRMP process, a number of
contentious issues could have been resolved more quickly without conflict and the need for
dispute resolution. By the time the IRMP proposals are released for consultation, timescales
for implementation are already tight and the opportunity for stakeholders including rep bodies
to influence the final IRMP is limited to a few weeks. Many members have decided not to
respond to the IRMP via the intranet as they believe it is not confidential and the questions
are phrased in an ambiguous way narrowing the response. Other members have been
waiting for their programmed meeting to discuss the IRMP, but these are taking place after
the 3rd February deadline.
As with previous IRMPs we believe too much emphasis has been placed on efficiency
savings rather than fully introducing policies that reduce the risk to life, property and the
environment across Cheshire. Many proposals are simply as a result of budgetary
constraints, yet within the IRMP they are dressed up as ‘modernisation’ or improvement’. This
introduces confusion in to the consultation. If providing value for money means providing a
lower service because less money is available the IRMP document has to say so. It is the
only way that the public can be sufficiently informed to make choices about the services they
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receive and what they are prepared to pay for them. The failure to be clear what the IRMP
document means or by wrapping up cuts as an improvement means returns from
consultation with the public are flawed and worthless
The Bain report ‘The future of the Fire Service’ gave the impression that fire prevention and
intervention were two separate entities. This idea was then perpetuated in documents such as
the national framework document with questions being asked, “is the balance between
prevention and intervention right”. We believe this has encouraged Fire Services to make
savings from emergency response to finance prevention initiatives to demonstrate
modernisation. The cost analysis of providing the emergency response is based on activity
levels in a given area with little consideration being given to the additional fire prevention and
community safety benefits that this resource brings to the reduction of risk in that community.
Risk profiling of station areas and now individual wards has been a feature of IRMPs,
however proposals to reduce emergency response almost always are purely based on activity
levels. No analysis into the true cost of reducing emergency cover, reducing staffing levels or
increasing response times in an area is provided. The IRMP does not highlight the increase
in the risk to life, injuries or property, that such proposals bring to the communities affected or
across the county.
Assessing Risk
We reiterate our concerns highlighted in the previous two IRMP responses regarding the
software and reliability on such systems when producing evidence to support the reduction in
emergency response. This is particularly concerning when the inevitable increase in risk that
would be identified with the application of the national FSEC model is not highlighted within
the IRMP.
Responding to Risk
We have repeatedly voiced our position that we believe the move from National Standards of
Fire Cover to local based standards has led to slower emergency response times and has
been used as an opportunity to cut front line emergency cover. The local standards are also
being used as a target and not as a minimum standard for emergency response.
The Cheshire Standards for emergency response do not set out a minimum standard for the
full response required to deal effectively, efficiently and safely with emergency incidents.
Unlike other North West Fire Services our standards are based only on the time of the first
appliance in attendance. Some imaginative ways of improving these attendance times are
concerning. The attendance time of a small fire appliance or emergency vehicle that is ill
equipped to deal with the incident, may show an improvement on paper but doesn’t
necessary improve the emergency response or safety. Increasingly and far too often risk
assessments are being introduced that require crews to wait for back up. Non activity is not
an option for firefighters under the weight of public expectation.
Key Proposals
Volunteers
As with a number of statements within IRMP proposals, we would appreciate more detail
consultation to increase our understanding of exactly what is proposed. Whilst we recognise
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the dedication and contribution the Service’s volunteers can make, we are alarmed by such
proposals as volunteers responding to small fires.
Environment
Again the FBU are supportive of this proposal, however we would wish to see details of how
CF&RS intend to cut the Service’s carbon footprint by 30%. We recognise environmental
impact assessments are made within all new policy proposals, but would welcome more
awareness training for staff so that the effects to the environment are considered during all
day to day activities.
Community Safety
We note that a greater proportion of deaths and injuries are attributed to road traffic collisions,
an area where the Service is a lead player in partnership to reduce this statistic.
We therefore understand the logic behind reviewing the balance of resources between
community fire safety and road safety and support the need to increase preventative work in
this area, we do however have concerns with this proposal.
In earlier IRMPs this issue was not identified and we believe the reason for this was that the
Fire Service was not funded for this area of work and although a moral obligation to tackle this
problem has been accepted, we see little evidence that additional funding will be made
available despite the potential to make a significant difference.
Another concern is that preventative work is only effective for certain length of time and if
resources are shifted from away from home fire safety to finance road safety initiatives it will
not be long before this would impact on the downward trend in house fires.
Shared Services
We support this investigation and would welcome better ways of delivering support and back
up to the front line services.
In recent years back up support to fire stations and front line services has improved although
this has been achieved by increasingly directing resources from front line to support services.
Whilst the number of operational staff has decreased over the last number of years the
number of support staff positions has risen dramatically.
We again advise caution as despite the emphasis on regional collaboration, individual Fire
Services have not recognised the expected benefits. Regional control centres are a perfect
example of this, where anticipated benefits will not be met, bringing no improvement to
emergency response times and the costs of the project continuing to escalate.
Fire Protection Inspections
We are fully supportive of this initiative and welcome the fact our observations made
previously are now being proposed with the re-introduction of fire prevention/protection
training for operational crews. As highlighted above, fire prevention and operations have
been seen as two separate entities and each department becoming somewhat divorced from
the other.
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In the past, one of the greatest strengths of F&RS was that while they delivered fire
prevention and protection advice as well as intervention services, skills in all three areas were
reasonably well distributed throughout the organisation. Fire safety inspectors had
operational experience and operational staff had knowledge of building construction and
grounding in fire safety systems.
It is true that F&RS did not always have systems in place to make the most of this strength,
but in general:
 Fire safety inspectors could incorporate operational needs into their fire safety advice –
especially during building control consultations.
 Operational crews could recognise fire safety infringements when they attended fires.
 Fire safety inspectors could identify issues relevant to operational firefighters when
carrying out inspections and could pass that information on to the relevant crews.
 Operational crews could use their knowledge of building construction and fire safety
systems to assist in firefighting and to secure their own health and safety.
 Operational crews were far more aware of the risks they may face within their station
areas in the event of fire or other emergency.
Shift patterns
We are disappointed that once again IRMP is being used as a vehicle to change the shift
pattern of firefighters that staff our 24/7 fire stations. Firefighters are united and strongly
opposed to the introduction of 12 hours shifts and have made that abundantly clear to all
concerned.
In our response to IRMP6 we did state that there were problems with the optimum crewing
arrangements. We highlighted the inability to detach firefighters and supervisory managers
for training and problems with the Central Resource. These problems have been
exasperated in recent months with confidence levels at an all time low. The service managers
have failed to maintain firefighter levels and the results have now surfaced. Currently there is
little scope for firefighters to be able to take leave carried over from 2009 and even less
opportunity to forecast leave for the foreseeable future in 2010. After months of reviewing
Optimum Crewing no fundamental changes have been suggested to improve the duty
system.
The Service has put forward a case for 12 hour shifts but this has not been integrated with the
Optimum Crewing review but merely reflects the business case put forward by other Fire &
Rescue Services. In fact the business case produced some months after the proposal is
obviously that of South Yorkshire. Are we to take seriously the Services arguments for the
need to introduce 12 hour shifts if it’s not based on it’s own business case?
We believe the perceived advantages, can be achieved without the need to introduce 12 hour
shifts that firefighters with childcare responsibilities are so fearful of and opposed to.
Additional productive hours: These have been achieved with previous changes to the station
routines and the re-negotiation of the rest periods in 2007. These changes and the
willingness of staff have meant that operational crews have consistently exceeded workloads
set i.e. HSA targets. Some Fire & Rescue Services are now experiencing difficulties with
community safety commitments since they have introduced later evening start and finish
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times. West Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service after recently introducing a longer a day shift,
have proposed a return to a 6 pm start & finish time and have tabled the same reasons to the
FBU, put forward in 2005 during the Optimum Crewing negotiations.
Time available to attend Learning & Development at Winsford: staffing problems and day to
day management of appliances are more attributable to these problems than start and finish
times. Crews only attend these events a couple of times each year and L&D have not
identified a need to increase the training day of crews and therefore we question, how this is
seen as a reason to introduce 12 hour shifts. More productive training time could be made by
the trainers travelling to stations rather than full crews travelling to the centre. Extending the
working day will also impede availability of crews to attend events in the evening which
facilitate joint training with RDS firefighters i.e. cluster exercises.
Ability to introduce more flexible working: A change from one rigid shift pattern to another is
not going to improve this situation and start and finish times are not the answer to this
problem. A more imaginative approach is required to solve the problems that are inherent in
any 24/7. For instance; we have already accommodated flexible working requests from two
female firefighters within the current start and finish times.
The changes introduced in 2005 and again in 2007 through the previous negotiated
agreements have already identified a number of efficiency gains, both financial and
productive. These gains have not been achieved in the majority of other Fire & Rescue
Services. For example; Reduced staffing levels, rostered leave, attendance at development
events off duty, medicals and management meetings on rota days, removal of the beds, a
buffer system to cover short term absences, removal of the ability to take back time in lieu of
overtime, annual leave entitlement linked to sickness levels, these are all matters that were
negotiated into the current agreement in return for the maintenance of the current start and
finish times.
Birchwood Community Fire Station.
Birchwood opened in 1980 and under the old standards of fire cover was classed as B, C and
D risk, which meant an attendance of one pump within 5 minutes, with a second pump within
8 minutes. However, Birchwood never enjoyed that level of cover. In the mid-1980s the risks
were re-classified to C and D with special risk. This meant that attendance times were one
pump within 8 – 10 minutes and an increased pre-determined attendance to special risks.
Birchwood has always had one whole-time pump and has satisfied the re-classified
standards. The second pump for two-pump incidents (most property fires) normally comes
from Warrington and Birchwood makes up the third pump to most three-pump incidents in
Warrington, such as the Town Centre, Warrington General Hospital and other large risks.
The new Cheshire Standards allow a response time of fifteen minutes for the first appliance (5
– 7 minutes longer) and no specified time for the second appliance in medium risk areas. This
is the LOWEST standard in the North West of England. Merseyside’s response is one
appliance in six minutes the second in eleven, Greater Manchester is one in seven and two in
nine minutes, Lancashire is one in ten and two in thirteen and Cumbria, a less populated and
more rural area than Cheshire, aims for one in ten minutes and two in fifteen.
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Birchwood has a residential population of 42,000 and forms part of the busy urban area of
Warrington, with a population of over 200,000. Besides the risk to residents in their own
homes, we have two major motorways, a COMAH site, the busy Manchester to Liverpool
railway, the Manchester Ship Canal, Risley Prison, hotels, a large shopping mall and
industrial and commercial premises of all descriptions.
The FBU strongly oppose this proposal because we are not convinced the case has been
made to remove full time fire cover from Birchwood. The delays of at least 5 minutes will
undoubtedly increase the risk to life at both residential premises, business premises and at
road traffic collisions. This proposal will mean longer attendance times at night and as most
life-threatening fires happen at night time this would leave the public at greater risk. CF&RS’s
web site (kid’s zone) states it takes only 3 minutes for a fire to develop into a serious incident.
The case for change is flawed on the basis that comparison operational activity levels are
being made against the two busiest day crewed stations. These stations support each other
in terms of fire cover backup and the possibility of these being upgraded to 24/7 shift station
has been recently considered.
In line with our comments above no assessment has been made regarding the additional
benefits to community safety, fire prevention and fire protection the current whole time status
brings to the Birchwood community. The removal of wholetime fire cover during the evening
and at night with the loss of 10 firefighter posts will not only reduce the emergency
intervention but also the prevention activities currently undertaken.
We do not believe the case has been made that the risk to life and property in the area has
decreased and no evidence has been produced. FSEC modelling should be used to predict
the increased risk to life with the slower response times. This would then give a more
informed view on which to make a decision.
Equality & Diversity
The FBU are supportive that CF&RS aims to become an ‘excellent’ Authority under the
Equality Framework for local Government. We recognise the Service has raised awareness
amongst staff, despite some previous unsuccessful initiatives i.e. E-learning module. The
Service needs to build on this increased awareness and ensure that staff fully understand the
legal obligations as well as the moral obligations placed on public bodies. If CF&RS are to
achieve an excellent rating in this area, then E&D training needs to be mainstreamed as
health and safety was a number of years ago. The same resources need to be given to
equality impact assessments as was the case with risk assessments if these are expected to
be equally suitable and sufficient. Currently far too many impact assessments are returned
stating policies have no equality issues or a full impact assessment is not required. We
believe that this is the case due to the manager responsible, either not possessing the
required level of understanding or the system is seen as far too complex. We believe
worsening duty systems will put off women from joining the Fire Service and our female
wholetime members have indicated they are certainly opposed to the introduction of 12 hour
shifts.
Flexible Rostering
It is difficult for the FBU to comment as no clear vision with regard to community needs has
been provided by the Service.
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The requirements to change the duty system have not been identified in the IRMP and
whatever duty system is proposed needs to comply with ‘Section 4 Part A – Hours of Duty
and Duty Systems National Scheme of Conditions of Service’. We would emphasise
paragraph 3(4) “It should have regard to the special circumstances of individual employees
and be family friendly”.
We would re-iterate our observations to the 12 hour shift proposal particularly our comments
regarding the Optimum Crewing review and the flexible working requests that were introduced
under the current duty system arrangements. The FBU brokered a solution to these previous
flexible working requests. We would welcome a proposal that would allow more flexibility for
staff, however we are sceptical that this proposal is more about supporting the introduction of
12 hour shifts. Our members are also concerned that the proposed stand-in policy will limit
the current flexibility regarding stand-ins and coupled with the inability to book floating leave
our members are faced with a less family friendly situation.
Hydraulic Platforms
The FBU do not support this proposal and again we question on what evidence is this
proposal to cut the front line emergency response service based.
We take issue with the statement within the IRMP that Stockton Heath hydraulic platform is
already crewed by RDS staff at night. The hydraulic platform is staffed by wholetime
firefighters working the day crewed system. The RDS pump struggles to be maintained on the
run without the need of RDS availability to ensure the availability of a HP in the Warrington
area.
Our primary concern is that this proposal is building in a delay of at least 5 minutes in the
response times of the Aerial Platforms. This delay could have serious consequences as far
as a life saving appliance, delay the implementation of a safe system of work for firefighters at
an incident and reduce the efficient working of the appliance. Delays of five minutes can
make the difference between saving and losing a building to fire and increases the difficulties
with gaining access to effect rescues and to set up as a water tower.
Currently CF&RS provide 3 aerial appliances with 24/7 availability, however by crewing the
appliances by RDS this would no longer be the case in East Cheshire and Warrington.
Cornwall recently experienced the consequences of the loss of an aerial appliance.
We have many concerns regarding the training and assessment that is needed to maintain
competence in the case of hydraulic platform operators and question how this will be
achieved under this proposal. We wish to see evidence that such a proposal has been
achieved successfully in any other Fire & Rescue Service.
Increasingly new buildings are being constructed of light weight materials and at heights
much above the capabilities of the Services ladders and using aerial appliance is the only
effective and safe way to deal with fires in these types of buildings.
Very often where an aerial appliance has been effective at a fire, the financial savings from
the reduced fire damage can be in excess of the savings that this proposal will realise.
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Under the working at height regulations, working from height should be avoided and aerial
appliances offer a safer method than ladders. Therefore increasing use should be made of
the aerial appliances at incidents across the county, however Incident Commanders will be
more reluctant to call upon these appliances with the proposed delay to response times.
We believe this proposal is purely financial based and not by risk assessment of life and
property. The proposal within IRMP6 was to introduce combined aerial rescue platforms
(CARPs) and although there are inherent problems with that proposal, it would have meant
the appliances would have been crewed with wholetime firefighters. The CARPs proposal
has been dropped on the basis that the costs became prohibitive and this is seen as a
cheaper option.
Review of local management arrangements
CF&RS have already reduced the number of crew managers on 2 pump stations and we can
not see the scope to reduce the numbers further. We are already over reliant on temporary
promotions and firefighters volunteering to act up to cover short term gaps. Some of the most
risk critical decisions are made by this level of management and a number of firefighter
fatalities have occurred at incidents with this level of incident command. Far too often, we
have situations where individuals are tasked with incident command without the necessary
training/development and experience. This proposal will greatly increase this situation and
therefore we are opposed to a reduction of supervisory managers at operational stations.
Currently many experienced firefighters are unwilling to accept the additional responsibility of
acting up and the fear of getting it wrong, coupled with being paid development pay and
losing their CPD payments on temporary promotion.
Should you require further clarification regarding the points raised in this submission, please
do not hesitate to contact a Brigade Official.
Dave Williams
Brigade Secretary
dave.williams@fbu.org.uk
07834656097

Andrew Price
Brigade Chair
andy.price@fbu.org.uk
07834656098
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9)

All Comments

Reviewing the crewing and response arrangements at Birchwood
Community Fire Station
Internal comments received via the intranet:-



I agree with the change



From the information provided and the statistics etc, I believe changing the
crewing at Birchwood would be beneficial to the Service and to tax payers as
being staffed 24/7 seems a waste currently.



Sadly Birchwood FS has never had the work load that was envisaged and I agree
that the change of crewing arrangements is probably long overdue.



Proposals 2 to 5 These are all good ideas



Although the proposed shift changes to the Birchwood station would not affect me
directly, I do feel that this makes good financial sense as long as no FF posts are
lost of as a result of this.



If operational activity is so low at Birchwood I cannot argue against this proposal
so long as all staff and local residents are kept fully briefed and updated on any
developments.



I actually agree with reducing fire cover at stations that do not justify the current
level provided. These seem reasonable and prudent financial savings. In times of
recession the gratuities are always going to be the first things to be tailored.



I believe this change to Birchwood is inevitable due to the amount of operational
jobs. I agree that change has to happen, i just hope that Birchwood is not staffed
at night by a pump from Halton because as a resident of Halton i pay for the
availability of 4 pumps and think this should stay the same. Retained, day
manning or LAA systems surely are a better idea.



I agree that a new crewing arrangement for Birchwood is necessary and can offer
savings. The new system needs to be thought through with an overall strategic
view kept in mind, so we as a service dont become less resilient during a busy
spell or if a large incident occurs.



I feel more research and consultation is needed with regards to this proposal



Proposals 2 & 3 mean dangerous delays in attendance times which under any
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DORA places members of the public at greater risk.
The recent snow and icy conditions mean retained staff attending either
Birchwood or Stockton Heath for an incident places them at great danger en
route, and also leads to much slower turnouts which will mean a more developed
fire on arrival.

Persons trapped in RTCs will be trapped beyond the golden hour and therefore
increased loss of life is probable.


The Draft IRMP 7 proposes cuts to Birchwood Community Fire Station as a
means of saving money. The amount of that saving is said to be £420,000 per
year and as the biggest cost on a station is personnel wages we can assume this
figure is predominantly saved through job cuts.
The Current station establishment is 24, which is 4 watches consisting of 1 WM, 1
CM and 4 FF’s. The proposal is for 2 watches consisting of 1 WM, 1 CM and 5
FF’s necessitating the loss of 10 posts at the station. In financial terms this
equates to around £300,000 per year that would be saved through wages.
However as the proposal also requires the paying of at least 16 Retained staff this
would cost a minimum of £43,000 simply in retaining fees. When callouts are
taken into account this figure will rise to in excess of £50,000 per year. With
these figures in mind the financial savings by losing 10 posts runs to around
£250,000 per year. Without seeing a business plan it is difficult to see where
another £170,000 could be saved as suggested in the proposal.
• As training still needs to take place, the actual number of hours available for
community work is reduced as the staff could only train during the day. This is
because when taking into account practical training, technical sessions and any
catch-up training for staff on leave or off sick, this can no longer be completed at
night so has to take time away from Community based work.
• With the night time cover being provided by Retained staff there would be a
delay in responding to fire calls while the personnel attended the station. This
leaves the members of the Community in outlying areas at greater risk as a
Wholetime pump from Warrington could get to the majority of jobs quicker.
• There are currently construction projects taking place in the Birchwood area for
both domestic and industrial/commercial use and there are no buildings being
demolished. As the population is undoubtedly set to grow it seems a step in the
wrong direction to reduce the level of fire cover.
• Birchwood’s location within the motorway network between the Croft and Lymm
interchanges leads to a high number of calls to motorway incidents on the M6
M62 and M56 motorways. This is not included in the equation when working out
the risk factors for the station area and in my opinion it should be as this is where
we are most likely to find saveable life.
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Also, when mobile to Lymm interchange during the hours which Stockton Heath
are retained our attendance times are quicker even though this is a distance of
less then 3 miles for Stockton Heath. This suggests to me that this would be an
ideal location for a Special as the access for the motorway network allows us to
get around the county quickly.


i am totally apposed to the changers at birchwood as i live in the station area and
dont want to wait at night for retained cover to arrive at my house if i have a fire i
pay the same council tax as anybody else and expect the same full 24hr cover
that is at birchwood now



I am also against any type of 'downgrading' of stations based on 'figures' and
'statistics' i have no faith in anyway. I am sure the residents of Birchwood would
agree



With regard to Birchwood, I can appreciate the reason for change but not
necessary agree with it! Money has to be saved, but at the expense of a
reduction in cover during the evenings?



Birchwood fire station should be kept as a wholetime station to support the distant
community in Culcheth.

External comments received via the website:

These proposals are supported. This should also release staff for greater involvement
in Emergency Planning exercises as well as other in house training requirements



I’m glad its quiet arent you. it means we are all safe at the moment!



"Our statistics show that Birchwood has the lowest number of incidents of all these
wholetime stations." My comment: The severity of incidents should be considered
when assessing the risk profile.



Opposed to proposal 1 and 2 informaiton presented at the public meeting did not show
enough evidence that Birchwood was the quietest wholetime station.



I attended the public consultation meeting in Birchwood on Friday 12th of February. It
appears based on the information presented at that meeting that there may be a
justification in going ahead with the proposal as made. However, I must note the
following points:- - The statistics presented at the consultation didn't effectively make
the case becasue the case was being made based on life risk incidents but those were
not presented. The incedents presented didn't make a good case. - It was not clear
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from the presentation how the split from 7:30 to 19:30 had been determined. Possibly
becasue the "life risk" statistics weren't presented or possibly becasue that particular
aspect hadn't been considered in light of risk but only in terms of logistics. All in all, I
was left with the feeling that the proposal may be a benefit to the overall users of the
Cheshire fire service without reducing the provision in Birchwood significantly. I was
however, very dissapointed with the relevance and clarity of the data presented and
felt that given the significance of the proposal, more effort could have been made to
clearly present the facts that actually demonstrated the basis of the decision.


I strongly oppose the plan to reduce cover at Birchwood Fire Station. The area covered
is fairly rural, which increases travel time, both for firefighters travelling to the fire
station, and for appliances responding to emergencies. The officers are being
penalised for the excellent fire prevention work they've carried out in the community!



Totally oppose cuts to bitchwood fire station, cuts seem to be being made on the
frontline and this is the wrong place to make them! Surely there can be cuts made
elsewhere, you are a fire service after all I want a fire engine at my house as soon as
possible, an extra 5 minutes WILL cost lives. I'm sure there are other various places
where cuts can be made! Changing shifts will have a very negative affect on
firefighters, I no firefighters and I no that the shift at the minute works an all targets are
met etc. I no merseyside fire was talking about changing their shifts and after
consultation they decided against as they would not gain anything and to be fair
merseyside are a much better fire service and for them not to change shifts proves a
point.



This is widely opposed by the Birchwood community, as well as more generally in
Warrington East. Extra time can cost lives - an additional 5 minutes is in excess of the
Fire Service's own advertised message about how long a fire takes to get hold and for
incapacitation from smoke inhalation. Birchwood is being victimised for it's own
success in driving down local incident rates through working with the community.
Basing this decision on one year of statistics is ludicrous. With the renewed focus on
road traffic accidents, it is obvious that Birchwood's location makes it ideal to support
this new initiative.



the minute you do this, the unchecked minority of birchwood and surrounding areas
are doomed. B'wood has instant access to the 2 artery M/ways of the North West make use of them and again, Listen to your Staff!



Due to the large number of residential properties in its area many many of which have
children, Birchwood should remain a full time station. Most fatal house fires happen at
night. If (God forbid) I am stuck in my burning house and the nearest full time appliance
is around 6 miles away, (further if they're already out) then I think my time on this Earth
would be coming to an end !!!



Making Birchwood Fire Station only 12 hours is a really big mistake, especially seeing
as it is surrounded by motorways. Where are the fire crews going to come from if there
is an accident somewhere between Warrington and Eccles, the only place for them to
come from outside of the 12 hour opening would be Warrington, and considering their
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is no other junctions from Birchwood all the way up to Eccles anyone in a crash on the
Eastbound side could be in seriously big trouble as the Eccles fire service would need
to go all the way down to Birchwood to turn round and come back. Also their are a lot
of homes in Birchwood, and night time is the worst time for a fire station to be shut.
Many people are asleep at night and wouldn't be able to get out of their home quick
enough if it caught fire at night, if they also then had to wait to be rescued by a fire
engine in Warrington that may be seeing to another blaze, this person could be dead
by the time the fire engine gets anywhere near. In addition to this in Warrington we
have numerous chemical plants, such as Unilever, Tarmac, Akzo Nobel, and large
warehouses, especially at Woolston Grange, like Iceland (which use Chlorine to cool
the freezers down), if any of these plants or warehouses went up during the time
Birchwood Fire Station wasn't open we could end up with a major catastrophe in the
town, with many casualties. It is vital that Birchwood is kept open 24/7 to ensure the
safety of all of Warrington's residents.


Removing 24 hour cover from Birchwood just does not seem sensible



if birchwood fire station is not fulltime people of birchwood and other areas will feel less
safe and not trust the fire service is worst id iv ever heardstarting to loose trust



I feel proposals 1-3, are a breach of responsibility, to fulfil the service's vision. I am also
concerned for the fire staff and the people that they risk their lives to protect, rescue
and save. The community and fire fighters should be supported, not put at risk from
such incompetent proposals.



Strongly against these proposals



Proposal 2 is an absolute disgrace. To reduce operational hours at Birchwood Fire
Station by 50% will put safety and indeed lives at risk. As well as providing cover for a
large residential/business community there is also the frequency of incidents on the
local motorways (M6, M62) to consider. Furthermore the station provides important
back up to Warrington Fire Station, especially regarding the far too frequent incidents
in and around Warrington on the motorways. The first public meeting last week was
a sham. In my view deliberately poorly advertised to guarentee a poor attendance.
Todays meeting has received better publicity thanks to a group on Facebook - this
should not be necessary for a "public" consultation. Every home in the area should
have been mail dropped good, advance notice of the proposals and the dates and
times of meetings. Again todays meeting has been organised at a time when the
majority are at work and unable to attend, "poor attendance" will be interpreted as "lack
of support" and the first many will here about the changes will be after the event.
How can a fire service whose vision is "where there are no preventable deaths,
injuries or damage from fires and other emergencies" put forward proposals that will
increase the risk of these event? Whatever happened to PUBLIC SERVICE?



These are basically cuts to front line firefighter posts...we are struggling to staff the
service and have been for some years now...why are we cutting the number of frontline
firefighters???
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Birchwood Fire Station was built 25 years ago to cope with the growth in the area, now
you are looking at making it part time someone somewhere must be fudging statistics.
And it wouldn't be the first time, i know from experience.



Proposal 2: Being stationed at Warrington I know how busy Bircwood are and what a
great benefit to the crews at Warrington knowing they are immediately available for us
when required. I live in Birchwood approx 1/4 mile away from station and so do many
of my family and friends and I believe an increase in response times for this station in a
densely populated area as well as all the industrial/manufacturing processes in their
ground isn't a good idea. It is well known that a quick response to any incident is
paramount because a delay is both dangerous to firefighters who will arrive to a well
developed fire and casualties who will suffer more smoke inhalation or have more time
in the golden hour wasted when definitive care is needed.



These people will of been saved if the firefighters were not delayed by 5 or so minutes
while they make there way to the fire station. Also Birchwood suffers with total grid lock
when there is a motorway closure on one of the surrounding motorways , and total hell
if the other one is closed to the rtc. so if these crews where not at the RTC's then they
would have very little chance of getting to the station in tme and that WILL cost lives.



Town Councillors and the local community are vehemently opposed to any changes in
the current staffing arrangements at Birchwood Fire Station. They believe it should
remain a wholetime firestation rather than being manned by retained firefighters.



Proposal 2 I object to the proposal to make evening provision staffed by part time
firefighters based off site. This will add at least 5 minutes to the time to reach our
villages which is not acceptable. Accidents, vandalism and arson can never be
eliminated and residents have to be protected. We have a depot subject to the
requirements of the control of Major Accidents Hazard Regulations and a landfill site
which when on fire needed, I believe, 13 appliances. The whole area is a mixture of
residential with retirement flats/homes, business and agricultural with barns and
stables. kennels and catteries. The M62 is subject to accidents and congestion in the
early morning and traffic diverts through the villages. There is a commercial air corridor
along the M62. There are schools, nurseries and a prison. Two railway lines, one to be
electrified. This is an incomplete list. but should give some idea of the need for 24/7
cover

Response / CHAWREC panel comments received:

Had a house fire (neighbours house, serious) when I lived in Birchwood in1992 at 4am.
Neighbour died. I feel strongly there should be a presence near appliances.



Impossible to answer as you give no information about the impact on service or
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benefits.


Any change to stations should be consulted with the local community which the station
serves directly before any change is made.

Review the balance of resources between community fire safety
and road safety
Internal comments received via the intranet:

This is one area that I agree with.



I feel that working in and with the community in every way is excellent, it gets a lot
of relevant safety information across and opens many people’s minds into what
the fire service is about. The road safety days we work in conjunction with the
police for example, re educated alot of motorists on things they had forgotten, or
just never taken on board before.



I am all in favour of the review of Community safety to prioritise appropriate
targets.



Agree



More balance needs to be achieved between operational activities and CFS/ road
safety i.e. drivers on station and filling of vacant CM WM posts. Only ounce core
skills and posts are filled should we put more time and effort into CFS.



No oppositions or opinions on this topic. It seems to make sense. However,
smoke alarms are a very efficient and easy way of saving lives. They are 'in the
background' of day to day living and require no change of attitude. Changing the
way people drive is an altogether different thing. This is going to be a far more
difficult task with less satisfying results than HSAs provided.



I agree that road safety should be our next community focus.



This seems like a logical move both statistically and financially. Under the current
economic situation with funding under threat, it makes sense to reallocate
resources away from HSA's etc to road safety initiatives which wont incur the
same overhead costs of hardware etc.(Smoke alarms) with more people being
injured/killed on our roads than in fires it also makes sense from an operation
point of view.



very wise decision to review and focus on which ever department needs the most
resources at that time
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With regards proposal 6 the balance of HSA's and other community fire safety
compared against RTC's has been somewhat lop sided for some time, a lot of
HSA's are a bit like knocking on an open door in that the householders already
possess a good knowledge of fire safety in the home, a great many more people
die in RTC's and perhaps we should be looking at more emphasis on this as
oppose to less although it has to be done with a degree of sensitivity so as not to
compromise our neutrality in the eyes of the public who may see us as another
arm of the law.



Fully support 6,7 & 8



It would be good to see a change from the numbers driven target system for cfs to
a system that targets those most at risk. currently a lot of effort is put into meeting
targets irrespective of risks



I think an advocate should be able to work between CS, CFP & Road Safety
wherever the demand is regarding corporate objectives, this would also assist in
contingency planning.



More info needed



no comment

External comments received via the website :

I agree the balance of priorities has been target led and road safety is an important
part of our responsibility to educate that has been overlooked somewhat.



Good idea and a change from putting smoke alarms up all day



Anything is good if it saves lives



Any improvements are of courtse welcome.



Not enough background knowledge to make a comment



More information required to make an informed decision



Proposal 4 is wasting money. There is no balance to review. Both are separate
priorities that need to be addressed as such. Who would do the research to establish
'highest-risk groups' and how would this be approached? Where would the money for
this review of resources come from?
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Panel comments received:

Every effort should be made to maintain assistance to road accidents but priority must
be given to fighting fires.



The fire service must maintain its priority on community fire safety and emergency fire
response. The Service must ensure it retains the trust of the public and workforce.



It is this balance that is key. Sure you don't want to dilute the fire prevention to such an
extent that deaths/injuries that could have been prevented increase again.

The Development of the Volunteer Programme
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



Looking from an operational perspective we have had little interaction with
volunteers, so any improvement will be for the good.



Volunteers need to be encouraged to join and become involved in the Service,
they need support and guidance with all aspects of their involvement.



The use of volunteers is a good idea. I do however feel they should have their
own corporate identity and not where the same uniform as operational staff.
Agree




I am 100% behind the volunteer’s proposal, such a good resource to benefit the
organisation.



In terms of volunteers, I can see the benefits of them as long as they are vetted
properly and we know what they're doing when wearing our uniform.



Fully support 6,7 & 8



Volunteers provide a valuable service to our organisation at present and
increasing the numbers should be good for the service. They should not be
undertaking any firefighting duties at all though.



The improvement in coordination of volunteers seems like a good move.



This depends on what additional tasks are expected to be undertaken by the
volunteers.
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No comment



I disagree on the grounds that Volunteers make the Service look unprofessional.



When reading the IRMP 7 I saw the following statement regarding the use of
volunteers: "Increasing opportunities to support front line services, including work
to prevent or respond to small fires." Using volunteers in this manner has
inherent dangers for their own Health and Safety. You cannot predict what you
will face when responding to the report of even a small fire.



Volunteers are not a thing I am in favour of as it leads to full time staff feeling
threatened about their jobs, how would staff at ASDA feel if I went in and started
stacking the shelves or operating the tills for no pay yet got to wear the same
uniform and to the public looked just like a real ASDA employee?



However, the proposal of sending volunteers to tackle small fires is a very
dangerous and risky move that I don’t believe will offer any savings, it will
however, cost the service. Firstly, the volunteers will need to be kitted out in PPE,
secondly be issued with alerters, thirdly: who is to say what a small fire is? A
rubbish fire might be called in, but on arrival a cylinder might be involved etc or it
might turn out to be a car which happens quite regularly. An inexperienced, overly
keen but well meaning volunteer may take unnecessary risks. This proposal
needs to be seriously re-thought before any attempt to implement it takes place

External comments received via the website:

Voulunteers can be a good resource ...but should be distinguishable from front line
operational staff.



Anything is good if t saves lives



volunteer should be allowed to do more with crews or should train as firefighter incase
of emergencys



any improvements are of courtse welcome.



Not enough background knowledge to make a comment



Volunteers should not be used as cheap labour



Proposal 5 seems to be that the service will be more reliant on volunteers than full time
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paid staff. I would be interested to know why the authority is 'keen to review and
improve volunteer activity', in the light of fulltime manning of the station being cut?


More information required to make an informed decision



Great lets give a volunteer 2 hours training and then take away a fire engine with some
80 years experience on it, great really makes sense that, not.

Panel comments received:

Don't agree with the use of volunteers if it means cuts in paid jobs.”



I feel leaving running of the fire service in the hands of volunteers is a cheap option.
Volunteers are helpful but not I the case of the fire service.

Fire Protection inspections
Internal comments received via the intranet:-



This is a good move that I agree with.



I feel this is also a very good idea, the more premises that fire-fighters can
familiarise themselves with, the better and the more we can educate the people
who are responsible for these premises is a good thing.



Is the crews are to do low level audits; poss let the advocates carry out the
thematics.



fully support 6,7 & 8



About time



This is a fantastic idea and I am a massive fan



we should never have lost this in the first place and we all agree we should
inspect all premises in our area



The return of Fire prevention inspections is a good idea.



Excellent! will enhance knowledge and understanding of modern construction
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methods and station risks


Agree



Very good idea many members of the watch said that Fire Service use to do a
similar inspection before.



This is a great idea. More visits to risks in our area helps to build up local
knowledge amongst crews.



This is a good idea. As usual the wheel has turned 360 degrees and returned to
where it should be.
It does make you question some of the changes we have been so eager to
introduce over the last few years. Change for the sake of change is a gross waste
of money.



I think this proposal is a good idea. I would definitely be interested in improving
my knowledge on the subject of fire inspections.



I believe that firefighters should be trained in fire safety inspections and our focus
should be more on inspecting properties and fire protection. I agree with this
proposal.



This proposal is a great step forward. The community will gain from safer
buildings which will be inspected far more regularly. I for one am looking forward
to this being implemented.



As an operational fire-fighter, I would be more than happy to take on this role as
fire protection inspectors in order to fulfil the services drive to reduce the number
of preventable fire deaths.



Crews were always well placed to do these inspections and should never have
been taken away. It forms part of their basic 'fire fighting skills' and is readily
available at incidents.



The proposal to develop operational crews to carry out fire protection inspections
also seems a great idea.



I agree that returning operational crews to Fire Safety inspections is a more
efficient way of using their skills following the removal of the fire services act and
fire certificates.



Training crews up in FP will benefit crews knowledge of property etc so this is
helpful. There is a lot of hsa's carried out each year and we are also visiting
houses that were visited 18 months ago so this is a waste of time carrying out so
many so reducing them is a good idea
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FP Inspections, we did them 15 years ago and it's about time that circle joined
back up again!

External comments received via the website:


This is an admirable aim, and I think that crews would benefit from being more involved
in this process, however I do think it is important to maintain a specialist team for this,
as I think it is an important role and one which deserves undivided attention, rather
than another responsibility for less specialised crews to squeeze in.



Anything is good if t saves lives



I would welcome a return to reinspections for operational personnel as this gives an
ideal opportunity for crews to become more aware of the dangers from premises who
don't maintain their fire protection properly. Fire safety inspections were a great way of
getting to know the station ground and hopefully we get involved again.



that is productive, and well worthy cause, non residential properties are at the moment
less aware of danger and safety since the change to RRO, it is more responsible to
check they are doing the things they should be I agree fully with this proposal



This is once again the "Full circle" effect that FF's did not want to stop inspections
when they were taken away from crews and after deaths to FF's these have now been
re-introduced and FF's agree this is a good direction and objective to help protect the
public we serve and for saftey of FF's



any improvements are of courtse welcome.



Proposal 6 – agree.



Not enough background knowledge to make a comment



More information required to make an informed decision

Panel comments received:

Don't health and safety inspectors or LA inspectors already do this?



I would like as a suggestion when fire inspectors visit houses not just businesses, to
train people of an escape route out of their property and if only escape out of window
to get over their fear of this with safe suggestions, involving health and safety. Also if
someone is housebound, how do they help them get out? Could involve training like
when train them in big firms, hotels etc.
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There is insufficient information to answer this question. It is necessary to see what the
crews would otherwise be doing if they were not conducting these inspections.

Shared Services
Internal comments received via the intranet :

Proposals 9-11, I support the proposals



Fully agree with 9,10 & 11



I think the proposal regarding shared services is a great idea as long as it doesn't
result in redundancies for our staff.



As the service's main asset is the workforce it makes sense to explore any
arrangement that can maximise the time spent as long as it does not impinge on
operational resilience.



Agree



Shared Services, this is surely a way to save money rather than the cuts to front
line services.



This could be good although senior managers need to fully involve staff at all
levels in order to maximise the benefits this can bring to the service.




Working in partnerships is happening and needs to continue happening. I agree
in theory with this proposal.



The partnership schemes have been on the scene for a while now and seem to
be working well. Any further opportunity to increase these working relationships
can only improve our standing in the community.



I think establishing good working partnerships within the communities in which we
serve is an excellent thing to be doing, and I’m glad that I have done so with
different initiatives I have been a part of on my station and look forward to
continuing to do so



shared services - our fire service should increase working with these partners an
also look at the prospect of carrying out fire safety courses for businesses that we
can charge for and gain more income
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We already meet targets set out with partner organisations.



No Comment



More info needed

External comments received via the website :

Approval in principle to proposals 7 & 9



all admirable aims.



All seems OK



See response to Q 3. There is an opportunity for improved delivery of service between
agencies if initiatives are shared with local public services around arson prevention
with schools and local business. The opportunity when arranging such events
should/must include promotion of Business Continuity Planning, and crime prevention.
This would avoid piecemeal approaches by individual public service organisations



Have seen first hand what the Red Cross FESS can do to help the fire service and
home owners and so any thing like this can only improve cheshire fire and rescue.



7,8,9 - so, you have borrowed a Civil Service consultant? Don't waste more time /
money on this - you already share with Police, Ambulance, Community, schools etc etc
and one assumes you work with other County / Brigades already (if not, why not - you
don't NEED this writing down - you are NOT civil servants with clipboards, you are Fire
Prevention / Rescue HEROES!



As an operational employee of CFRS I sometimes struggle to understand the
"Corporate" areas of the service , i feel that at times these areas attract more time,
money and importance than the "Response" side of the service, and at times we are
not aware why? or what? partner agencies we have and what our joint objectives
are????



How can proposals 7 - 9 be implemented when attacks are being made against the
present service? We have value for money with the fulltime fire fighters already in
place and 'value' should be shown by valuing the Birchwood Fire Services employees,
not restricting them.
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Panel comments received:

What about to make savings.

Equality and Diversity
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



To become an excellent authority under the equality framework, should the
service start with treating all its staff the same, and applying service policy to all
its employees regardless of department and position in the same way with the
relevant discipline being applied?



I thoroughly agree with the services strive toward equality and diversity. I feel that
everyone should be treated completely equal and given exactly the same chance.



I thoroughly agree with the services strive toward equality and diversity. I feel that
everyone should be treated completely equal and given exactly the same chance.



Proposals 9-11



Fully agree with 9,10 & 11



I fully support our proposals regarding equality & diversity and the environment.



Agree



Good, as long as the best person gets the job not based only on their colour or
gender.



I agree and champion equality and diversity but can see that 'positive
discrimination' is looking possible and I believe that it should be the best person
for the job and not anything to do with any other factor.




As long as equality of "opportunity" remains our goal then this can offer benefits to
all parties
Striving for the next level of achievement is always a good thing for any
organisation



Read the staff survey.



No Comment

I support the proposals
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Equality & Diversity, we have become a very politically correct organisation, I'm
not sure how we could become more PC.



The 12 hour shifts will harm this objective and not assist the Service to achieve
Excellent, just look at the work done by existing groups of Female Firefighters
who state that the real draw for them joining the Service was the current shift
pattern.



No comment

External comments received via the website :

All admirable aims.



All seems OK



Treating people equally means not creating positive "isms" there seems to be a fear
culture in management where women are concerned, I am a female firefighter and I
disrespect the way that I am treated as a hot potatoe, and I disprespect the way other
females (not all, but some) use the female card to get them what they want and think
they can do what they want because they are untouchable, please treat women the
same as men, we will get more respect off our fellow firefighters if you allow us to be
treated the same, I am treated as a Firefighter on my station by all for that I am
grateful, some females want to be treated differently they shouldnt be, they do the
same job and are in this service to be an equal please treat them as such



7,8,9 - so, you have borrowed a Civil Service consultant? Don't waste more time /
money on this - you already share with Police, Ambulance, Community, schools etc etc
and one assumes you work with other County / Brigades already (if not, why not - you
don't NEED this writing down - you are NOT civil servants with clipboards, you are Fire
Prevention / Rescue HEROES! As for environment - when they build a water powered
Appliance, use it - until then - use the fastest, most capable Volvo you can find !!!



Changing to 12 hour shifts will affect recruitment of females/mothers/single parents
who will see the shifts as un- workable around a family.

Panel comments received


Don't know what the framework is.



I assume this comes with a cost. Perhaps during difficult economic times, we should be
satisfied with levels 3 and 4.
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I have a concern that trying to achieve government imposed standards on equality and
diversity is done at the cost of getting the best/right person for the job.

Environment
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



I think that this is a bold target but in all seriousness we need to go much further
than this, 50% at least. Good effort on the cycle to work scheme. Up to date
insulation on fire stations, single glazing on windows there should not be roof
space with no insulation ,only some lights switching off automatically, big draughty
engine houses without automatic doors front and rear, little or no control of water
and heating, woeful recycling facilities unnecessary journeys in station vans
around the county due to staffing problems etc etc.
We need as an organization to have the carbon footprint as a top priority and our
overall approach to the environment as a major issue to all of us Proper guidance
is what we need not just tick box environmentalism.



Again, coming back to the shift pattern proposal. Many firefighters have taken up
the cycle to work scheme. I am one of these who regularly cycles 20 miles to work
in order to reduce the carbon footprint on the environment but a change in the
shift would make cycling to work virtually impossible. This I feel would be the case
for many others across the county who may cycle a large distance not only to stay
fit and healthy for the job but to reduce the carbon emissions produce by driving
to work.



We should all reduce our carbon footprint I hope therefore that the service will do
more to recycle at all stations.



The amount of paper we both use and waste is an absolute disgrace and this had
probably quadrupled since I joined. Everything has to be recorded in multiples so
this is just totally impractical



Anything the service can do to lower its carbon footprint is a good step forward.



Proposals 9-11



There are too many meetings where people travel to attend in person. Video
conferencing should be utilised much more, and web cams on lap tops. I often
am asked to travel from Crewe to Warrington for a meeting when there is no need

I support the proposals
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for me to be there. People should be posted to locations near to their own home
to minimise the carbon footprint caused by travelling to work. Many people have
a long commute. Transfer requests made on grounds of travel distance should be
given serious consideration.


Review people's home location compared to work location, could we look at
moving personnel where possible or working remotely. I am sure there are lots of
individuals who would opt to work closer to home & therefore reduce our carbon
footprint.



fully agree with 9,10 & 11



Why was no money spent on energy saving features when the Service spent a
modest amount refurbishing stations? Rain water collection systems, solar panels
and high efficiency boilers to name a few, this was a missed opportunity to reduce
costs to the Authority. Making better use of clean hybrid energy cars for all cover
officers instead of BMW's and Four Wheels drives, or low emission small cars.



good fan



Agree



We need to do more about the environment which is a good proposal



Stop officers driving around in big gas guzzling cars and give them cars that have
low emissions and a small carbon footprint to manufacture, the cost of these cars
is likely to be less than the vehicles current purchased so a saving there also.



The authority intends to reduce its environmental impact by 2014. One possible
idea would be to insist that all principle officers that accept a company car as part
of their welfare package should be forced to use environmentally friendly hybrid
cars to improve the image of the fire service and reduce its carbon footprint by
30%.



Great. Let’s stop filling things in triplicate on station then. Signing one piece of
paper to say we have signed another piece of paper which says we have filled in
a log book. That would probably achieve this target over night!



Look at the services officers’ vehicle fleet.



I agree with this proposal. A help to this would be to cut down on the number of
gas guzzling fleet vehicles that we have and to improve staffing levels which
would reduce out staffing levels.



If we act now then the government won’t have to force us too, so this makes
business sense as well as environmental sense.



Understandably the environment is a hot topic for every organisation in this
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present climate, and efforts should be made to reduce our waste products,
without compromise to front line services


The service could reduce its carbon footprint by fitting light sensors to all
buildings; also giving staff the time to look at IRMP's at work would save on every
member of staff having to receive a glossy booklet through the post, thus saving
paper and postage costs.



I fully support our proposals regarding equality & diversity and the environment.

External comments received via the website :

Approval in principle to proposals 7 & 9



all admirable aims.



All seems OK



No problem with this, unless it means less fire engines to reduce the carbon foot
print.



think this a great objective to set for our organisation and the enviroment as a
whole has to be more of an agenda than it is normally.



Agree with cutting its environmental impact as long as safety isn't compromised



A bold objective....!



7,8,9 - so, you have borrowed a Civil Service consultant? Don't waste more time /
money on this - you already share with Police, Ambulance, Community, schools etc
etc and one assumes you work with other County / Brigades already (if not, why not
- you don't NEED this writing down - you are NOT civil servants with clipboards, you
are Fire Prevention / Rescue HEROES! As for environment - when they build a
water powered Appliance, use it - until then - use the fastest, most capable Volvo
you can find !!!

Panel comments received:

Although environment is important, I believe the emergency service the fire station
provides is more significant and this should be the utmost priority.



Similar to previous comments, should do the right thing and not be constrained by
targets.
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Introduction of 12 hour shifts
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



I support the proposal for change of shift to 12 hours. As a watch manager, i feel
that this would be much more productive to the needs of the organisation.
increased flexibility for all of my core areas such as training, hsa 72d etc etc



With regards the 12 hour shift and flexible rostering have we considered changing
the working day hours of the current shift pattern. 8-5, 5-8. This change would
enable staff to arrive at training for prompt starts. It would allow crews to be in
schools for assemblies. It would allow crews to be out doing HSA's at 6pm as
people come home from work. In addition to allowing all the normal activities and
routine that we have to continue. 2 hours per day, per person, more productivity.
HAS THIS BEEN CONSIDERED??



I was lead to believe that we were looking at differing shift systems not just the
12hr shifts, which are a simplistic change just causing upheaval and a loss of the
new shoots of morale just starting to grow. A real intelligent look at shifts systems
and with degree of cooperation on both sides could go along way. Take a longer
look to get it right first time please.



Whilst I am not directly opposed to the 12 hour shift system, I do have a few
issues to raise: In the current economic climate and bearing in mind the
considerable cuts being made to the fire service budget, is it an appropriate time
to change the shift pattern? The financial savings seem to be very slim, and these
savings could be made equally as easily with the current shift pattern. The cost of
implementing the new shift system would be vast, and a realistic study should be
conducted to see how long these financial savings would take to recouperate
against the initial outlay to implement the changes. It is probably worth bearing in
mind the level of oppostion from front line staff (see south yorkshire) and the
additional cost of dealing with industrial negotiations and actions. Also, the effect
these new shifts would have on Firefighters personal lives should not be
underestimated. We are currently being expected to welcome a 'pay freeze' but at
the same time the new shift pattern could cost families a very serious amount of
money in childcare. This would realistically lead to a pay cut for front line staff in a
time when we are already feeling the pinch of the economy. Obviously, the shifts
will also give front line staff less 'quality' time with families. Firefighters who travel
a long distance to work (there are many of us) will have to leave even earlier if the
start time of the day shift is earlier and will return home later after the day shifts.
Again this will impact on family life, work / life balance and have financial
consequences for us. It is proposed that the 12 hour shifts will make flexible
rostering and job shares more accesible. However, I have yet to discover a single
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Firefighter who would choose to do a day shift over a night shift. This will render
the self rostering system very difficult and inevitably management will have to
oversee it and enforce fair and equal night shifts for all staff. This is obviously
defeating the point of self rostering. I would suggest that the status quo be
allowed to exist, and equal pay be awarded for day and night shifts on the basis
that night shifts have greater rest periods and therfore deserve the same pay as
the shorter day shifts. All the frontline staff that I have discussed this with agree
that it is fair to all and I feel this will be far more attractive for those wishing to job
share or self roster. Also, this would mean that overtime would be paid the same
for day shifts and night shifts. Finally, it would seem the overall push for 12 hour
shifts is to 'increase productivity'. I ask you this... If we already meet all our targets
set by management, indeed we often exceed them, why do we need to increase
productivity? With the financial cut backs being imposed on the fire service, I
would expect that the funding for a great deal of our non emergency response
work will be cut, This in turn will lead to lower expected targets, which again
questions the need for extra productivity.


The twelve hour shifts will appeal to some people but not to others, the key point
will be the start and finish times. For some people avoiding rush hour traffic,
particularly in Chester & Warrington, will be a help but people will be keen for the
arrangements to be child friendly. This will possibly have a bearing on the
recruitment and retention of female firefighters.



Would be a big change for people with families as they have built there lifes
around the current system which has proved to be family friendly and also crews
have met all targets that have been set while on the current system



I can't really comment on some of the proposals i.e. 12 hr shifts and crewing for
hydraulic platforms as I'm not a uniformed member of staff so don't fully
understand the implications.



I am concerned over the introduction of 12 hour shifts as this will affect our use
under the working time directive. it will also make it a lot more difficult for female
firefighters to stay in the service as the start and finish times will not be family
friendly



I would like to comment on the 12 hour shift proposal as I believe this is the least
beneficial and has the greatest impact upon firefighters and there lives. The first
and the greatest impact will be upon family life. I personally have a small child and
would find the proposed shift change of either a 7-7 or 10-10 would be detrimental
to the working family life.
Either change would place a greater strain on my partner who also has a job to
do. The change in shift would mean that I would be unable to drop my child off at
nursery in the morning on a 7-7 and also by the time I would be home from work
7.45 he would also be in bed. Therefore my partner would have 2 days of doing
everything with our child. The night shifts of 7-7 would mean that I might be home
earlier in the morning but due to the longer shifts during the day and reduced rest
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in the night the following days would also be lost to recuperate. The notion that
the proposed shift is more family friendly and has been proven is still to be yet to
be seen.
Addressing the other side of the shift change that firefighters would have more
time in which to carry out there daily tasks is also not proven. All targets were hit
on the current shift pattern and changing the pattern would not gain any extra
hours in which to carry out our tasks. For instance, starting work at 7pm on a
night shift would mean that by the time we have lest the station after checking the
BA sets 7.45 would only leave us 1 hour to carry out HSA’s in the evening. As
calling on peoples houses after 9pm is ridiculous. Also training on the yard or off
station would also be impractical, having a engine running or the generator for the
holmatro equipment during the night would im sure anger many local residents.
Personally I would rather have a reduced rest period during the night i.e. 5 hour
rest and start work a 5am on night shifts rather than 7am to claw back some
precious training hours. This would seem a fair and sensible way in which to
increase our productivity with minimal impact upon firefighters than changing the
whole entire shift pattern.
there are many other reasons for not introducing the
shift patters such as health aspects and concentration for firefighters working
longer days and nights.


In my opinion 12 hour shifts move CFRS away from the very forward looking
direction that we have become accustomed to.I point to one of the main issues
regarding child care. Due to the shifts we now work I have been in the privileged
position of being able to bring up my children with very limited use of outside of
family childcare.It does not take much imagination to work out that this would be
adversely affected with 12 hour shifts.
Moving on to our organizations carbon footprint,brings me to the negative effect it
would have on those of us who welcomed with open arms the Services
introduction of the cycle to work scheme and our ability to cycle to work.Obviously
it would create a situation where more riding in the dark would be
involved,increasing the risk to individuals,when we as an organization are
motivated to reducing risk.In order to keep risk to a minimum individuals would
therefore cycly less.
Is there really a need to disrupt the move to wards good morale that has been
returning to the organization by imposing a shift that no one wants. Finally lets
keep 15 hour nights and 9 hour days but perhaps change the start and finish
times of those, to say 8-5 and 5-8 ,the benefits to community work are obvious



COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES and RESTRICTED HOURS At present wholetime
shift personnel engage regularly on night shifts with the community on various
activities through clubs and societies cubs, scouts,brownies and guides etc. cadet
groups, local area forums, community groups. Watches also arrange evening
direct engagement events. hsa visits are also targeted to households where
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contact has been unsuccessful during the normal working day. These evening
activities would be greatly reduced or non existant if shift changes occurred.
EVENING EXERCISES Recently 'Cluster' exercises have been arranged in the
early evening to accomodate Retained crews and also at times to ensure minimal
disruption is caused to the business premises and local communities if these
worthwhile training exercises are to continue do we have the backing of these
premises,businesses and public to arrange exercises later into the night, also are
the cover and responsible officers willing to attend the later and obvious longer
hours required.
ISOLATION At present the night shift is isolated from most other departments
within CFRS, there is only a reasonable 20 minute period (08.40~09.00)when
night shift personnel can contact staff at service headquarters which is hardly
acceptable, to reduce the night shift by 3 hours would make personal contact
impossible and the night shift would become totally isolated. E'mails are very
often unanswered, problems need to be addressed promptly explanations are
easier through direct dialogue between knowing individuals, rather than being
passed on through 3rd and 4th parties.


I disagree that 12 hour shifts will benefit staff and the community.



12 hour shifts will not be family friend and will cause all kinds of problems with
child care and family commitments.



I have not come across 1 person either at my Station or any of the other Stations I
go to on outduties that is actually in favour of 12 hour shifts. Starting at 9 o clock
and finishing at 6 means that I get to see my 10 month old Son both in the
morning before work and in the evening before he goes to bed. Working 7 till 7
would mean that I would not see him for the 2 day shifts that we would have. How
can that ever be described as family friendly or creating a work life balance. I
value the time I spend with my son very highly and hate the thought of missing out
on seeing him for 2 solid days! Also at present I look after him on the days where I
can as my wife works full time. In the day before my first night, the day following
my first night and the day after finishing my shift I am his sole carer. We have an
agreement with his day care nursery that he will be there when I am on days and
my wife is also working. This is normally 2 days in every week!
Because of the circumstances of our job they have been good enough to
accommodate him on these days but we have had to arrange this a year in
advance telling them all the days he will be there. If we were to go to 12 hour
shifts with no rest period I would not be able to look after him on these days as I
would have to try to sleep and therefore our current costs for childcare would
more than double! If this were the case also I would NOT get to see him or spend
any time with him for 5 days out of every 8! Very family friendly that is!!!!
Also the argument is about the capacity of the workforce to perform its obligations
to the community. Am I wrong in stating that Cheshire is one of the top performing
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Services in the country and that we have achieved over and above our targets for
the last 3 years on HSA's and other community based projects.
We are attaining our targets in the current system so why change it? Regarding
the training why can the training department not come to Stations to deliver a
large part of the syllabus? They are flexible and could be at Stations for 10 o clock
at the latest so that the problem of pumps turning up at 11 was a thing of the past!


12 hour shifts would create alot of childcare complications for myself and extra
costs and have an adverse effect on my family life.



I believe the introduction of 12 hour shift will be detrimental to a range of
firefighters personel activities/interests. For instance any sporting activities or
important exercise will not be able to met as the day shift could run into the start
time. it will be very dangerous when swapping from days to night as you wont be
able to get sufficent rest as the body sleep cycle will be totaly upside down.
Are targets not already being met and with the upcoming goverment cuts to public
sector will this not have an effect on thiongs like appliance fuels so the idea of
getting more vehicles down to HQ would not be supported by such cuts. people
with kids will be severely effected as youner children will in bed by end of
proposed day shift so mums/dads could go 48 hrs without contact with their
children.
it has been scientificly proven that attempting to study when not fully awake or
with limited rest is not productive so the idea of firefighters up all night taking part
in activities such as E learning doesnt seem to be productive either.
rather than 12 hour shifts would productivity not be anhanced more and without
disturbing peoples family life by maybe lengthing the current day shift by 1 hr and
make night shift i hr less



The introduction of 12 hr shifts would severly effect my personnel family time. At
present the 9hr day allows me to spend time with my children before and after
school which allows me to discuse what they are doing and what they have done
that day. the new shift would also prevent me from taking my children to school in
the mornings. Child care in the evenings would also be an issue due to my wife
sometimes having to stay late at work, and me not likely to be home before 9pm.
The introduction of these shifts is totally against family freindly working.improve
through its experience; this is the natural way things improve.
Effective response times These are critical. The theory that the fire service
arrives quickly, I tend to agree with however, it is equally important to ensure we
provide the crews attending with the equipment, adequate training and resources
that are required to carry out the task. Committing crews to incidents without the
appropriate resources and expecting them to muddle through undervalues the
staff and compromises their safety.
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The introduction of additional resource vehicles such as rapid response rescue
units Additional resource vehicles are only beneficial when accompanied by
additional qualified staff; without the staff they are a dilution of the already diluted
work force once again compromising crew safety and with additional cost. How
can this be best value or best practice in the so called economic climate?
Introduction of 12 hour shift pattern I wish to challenge the reference to the
current shift system having four days off.
Whole time staff currently work nine hours on one of the mentioned days off, I
don’t understand how this can be classed as a day off!
I don’t see that a change of shift pattern will produce thousands of hours of
additional training time, there are only twenty four hours in a day and I believe
whole time staff already achieves a high standard of professionalism and
competence.
The idea of job share is good on paper however it causes concern on equality,
training, staff management, pay, pension and working as a team.
Current European Law working time: Another area of concern. If it’s been good
enough to last 30 years surely that in itself says the system has proved its
effectiveness. The concept of a 12 hour night shift to come into line with European
legislation would surely attract an additional payment for the unsocial hours, so an
additional cost would be incurred by the organisation. Maybe eight hour shifts and
a 37 hour working week is the right way to go after all. Or is it just a smoke screen
to reduce night time cover and possibly prop up the struggling retained duty
system as greater demands are put up on them.
I believe the introduction of a 12 hour shift pattern will have a detrimental effect on
your staffs health due to insufficient rest, this has been proven in Europe. Already,
the NHS also has major concerns over the effect 12 hour shift patterns have on
their staffs health. Work life balance is also compromised due to the lack of
quality time possible under this system, in turn having a negative outcome on your
staff’s family lives.
Also a negative effect on recruitment, resulting in a less diverse and effective
work force.
Operational resilience would be compromised due to the lack of flexibility in the
event of unforeseen circumstances i.e. recent weather conditions.
Reduction of goodwill and flexibility due to the lack of popularity of a 12 hour shift
pattern.
A 12 hour day shift would have a dramatic effect on staff’s lifestyles with reduced
recreational time and an increase in people’s home life stress leading to potential
illness.
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12 HOUR SHIFT CHANGE - For the past three years we have been told how
Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service has been one of the top performing Service's
throughout the country.
Service targets and goals are always achieved to the highest professional
standard by its operational staff. These standards have been maintained and
improved from year to year. These same targets and goals have been achieved
on our current shift system. We do not have a problem with productivity, why
change a shift system that works? Training is always completed at headquarters
and i am not aware that there is an issue on pump attendance times for these
courses.
To change the current shift pattern is going to seriously impede on my family life.
My wife will have to try and change her already difficult shift arrangements. We
do not have any family support so trying to arrange our two young children's
schooling will prove difficult, both physically and financially.



In regards to the 12 hour shift / proposal 1.) many people have at least half an
hours commute to get to work, with some over an hour, on the current 9 hour day
this could work out at a day of upto 10 to 11 hours or more including travelling
time. If working a 12 hour day for example this could equate to 14 hours!!
Then when you get home you need a meal, possibly a bath/shower, then if they
are not already in bed, a little time with the chldren. not to mention making sure
you get enough sleep to be at your best the next day ready for work, for some
people at best 6 hours would be all they could get.
This wouldnt be acceptable both for performance, safety and general health and
well being, couple this with the fact that on a 12 hour night the rest is going to be
grealty reduced and there could be a very tired workforce. I agree that for
instances where a pump may need to go to headquaters for training on occasions
the 12 hour day would fit it in better, however this is not a common occurance.



I dont like the idea of 12 hour shifts or agree with them. I dont think they will be
very family friendly and hope the forum is still open to other shift pattern ideas. 48
hours on then 4 days off sounds good to me.



By changing the shift to 12 hours would cause me and my family problems. I have
listened to arguments for this proposal but do not see the benefits. As far as I am
aware we complete all targets set to us, so there is no need for a change.
A way to increase training which is one reason would be to have training staff
complet 80% of training at a station, this would not only give the availability of
longer training hours it would also decrease cost with less fire appliance
movement, improve carbon footprint, and also decrease the hazard of having
appliance moving around the county unnecessary.
A member of training staff could arrive at station in a car for start of shift and have
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a full day on station, the only exception to this would be when the fire house
would be required, but all classroom work would have been done prior to
attending Winsford/Manchester so this would only require a ½ day in the heat.


The Draft IRMP 7 explains that the introduction of 12 hour shifts has been
designed not to save money but to produce more productive working hours in the
Community. However, as a 12 hour day shift would include 2 meal periods, both
lasting an hour, when travel time between Community engagement and the fire
station is factored into the equation this would only give you 1 hour extra of
productivity.
If we kept the current shift system but moved the change of shift times to 0800hrs
and 1700hrs a similar gain would be made to productivity. This is because the
risk critical tasks which must take place at change of shift can take up to an hour.
This would be scheduled between 1700hrs and 1800hrs when the vast majority of
the public are having their evening meal and frees up the crew for Community
work from 1800hrs which is still early enough to complete HAS’s and also to
attend clubs and Community groups.
The same can also be said for the morning as the crews are free to begin
Community activities or inspections from 0900hrs



I do NOT agree with this proposal due to me wanting to start a family and spend
time with my partner. I believe that changing to 12 hour shifts will play a huge part
on my time out of work.
I will spend atleast 13 hours out of my home/social environment and would find
the the shift a severe burden on me seeing my children, I will leave for work whilst
they are in bed and get home whilst they are in bed too. I can confidently say that
for 4 days i will not see my partner, family or friends.
The proposal of 12 hour nights will be even worse as i will have to sleep if i am to
be fully fit and healthy for my next shift. I would not be able to take or pick my
children up from school due to me being in bed. The 12 hour shifts will also
severely damage morale on station due to peoples worries of out of work life. It is
safe to say that people dont want to work 12 hour shifts, we are maximising our
time now on station and i believe that 12 hour shifts will not improve our time
keeping.
Another factor that concerns me is the fact that during my first night i will be
awake for nearly 24 hours until i finish my firsts night shift and go home to bed. I
understand we have rest time but if we have an all night job then i will be severely
tired. I
understand that there is a work/life balanced lifestyle policy which i will not be
able to stick too. I keep fit out of work and will not be able to carry this on if 12
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hours come into effect the gymnasium equipment is not sufficient enough on
stations to contribute towards this. I do hope that 12 hours will not come into
effect and that another idea can be put forward.


As a wholetime firefighter on the current 2/2/4 system the change to 12 hr shifts
would have a great negative impact on my work life balance: many firefighters
have a young family, if we were to go to 12 hr shifts it become an even bigger
struggle to arrange childcare: it is almost impossible to get child care before 07:30
or after 19:00.
i can see how a change to shift patterns could increase efficiency of the service
but 12 hr shifts, irrespective of start and finish times, could be unworkable for
many, especially those who are sole carers for children. many firefighters would
barely see their families for the duration of their duty days/nights



in regards to proposal 1 the 12 hr shift pattern what will get done that is not allredy
being done eg 60000 HSA target by changing from our 9-15 shift time at the
moment plus if we are to belive what we here HSA targetts will be dropping to
25000 over the next few years.
in regards to training im sure everyone in the organisation has attended full
training days that could have been completed in half the time plus why can't some
training take place on station or in the station area?
as family child care costs will sore as most nurseries don't open untill 8am and
after school clubs close at 6 not to mention that on certain days people may not
get to see their children at all as they will be in bed.
time owing would introduce flexability whilst reducing the cost of overtime and
rather than changing the shift system to suit people on a job share basis why not
just split the pay accordingly for people who want to work days and people who
want to work nights.overall
i think if this shift is enforced morale among every firefighter will be crushed again
and productivity will fall rather than increase.



I am against 12 hour shifts as it will adversly affect both the time i spend with my
family and my time for enjoying my social life. We have undergone lots of change
in the last few years and the threat of 12 hour shifts on top of all the other
pointless changes seems a poor reward for hitting all of the targets we were
given.
Also the first time an arial appliance is needed in a hurry and is delayed waiting
on a retained crew then the service is going to look bad in that it put saving
money before seeing to it that life saving appliances are their as quick as
possible.
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I feel that for the Fire Authority to carryout research for only 12 months no matter
how detailed on an aspect of my career that will have huge implications for my
self and my family is extremely poor.
As the IRMP wrongly states operational staff have 4 days off duty when in fact
staff have worked 9 hours from midnight till 9am on their first rota day. This will
not produce direct financial savings and i put it to the Fire Authority that
employee's forced to work a shift pattern that will impact their home lives as much
as 12 hour shifts will reduce the already low moral and reduce productivity.
To state more hours will be available for things like training is a play on words, if
managers were given enough freedom to manage their watches then an issue
such as training wouldn't exist.
There are currently systems in place for personnel to job share and previously a
female Firefighter job shared and only worked nights but the Fire Service
accommodated her needs even though nobody worked her day shifts, so how can
job sharing be difficult with the current duty system.
There are over 50 operational staff at my station and nobody knows of anyone
that would like to do any other combination of days and nights than the present
shift.
The fire Service have been able to opted out from the legislation on European
laws on working hours because it is not seen as a problem, there are many
members of the retained duty system that would still not comply even if the 12
hours shifts were imposed, but the Fire Service do not wish this to be known as if
these rules were imposed it would mean the number of hours that individual could
cover would drop and reduce the time the retained pump was available for
operational duties.



I belive that any introduction of 12 hour shifts in place of the current 9/15 shifts will
be a backward step for the Service. The Service is already a high performing one
and the staff deliver everything that is asked and in many areas exceed targets.
Wholetime firefighters are again on target to deliver over 27000 HSA's by far the
most productive area of the Service in terms of delivery and output.
To use reasons for change such as training are ignoring the fact that due to
staffing deficiencies created by poor management appliances occassionally
arrive late at training.
What is overlooked is the fact that even when appliances arrive on time crews
are immediately sent to the canteen! Watches that are constantly achieveing in
Community Safety activities by managing their time well do not suddenly become
poor at time management when it comes to attending LDC, nonsense



The proposed 12 hour shift change would not suit me at all and i would be
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extremely unhappy if the current duty system changed. I feel if its not broken dont
fix it.


12 hr shifts would not be a very family shift for me and my family and i am against
the introdution of this shift and dont want to change from current shift pattern



12 hour shifts are not family frendly and will be very disruptive, soul breaking and
demoralising to the work force. I hope then that when these changes are forced
through you consider payment for shift allowances.



The arguement for improving the time for training is not accurate, trainer
interaction whilst crews are at LDC is currently 5 hours and 15 mins, not as
suggested by managers that it is only 4hrs 15mins. A change to the shift pattern
would only increase the contact time by 30mins at LDC, what can we gain in 30
minutes apart from an unhappy workforce?
The point to increase community activity is also false, we have proved and are
proving that we are meeting all targets, HSA delivery, School visits, driver
engagement days, cluster exercises, on station training, maintenance and testing
of equipment etc.



I do not agree with the proposal for the need to change the shift pattern for whole
time stations. I dont see any improvements for the service to the public in reasons
given for the change.



The moral of the firefighters will be seriously dented if this is implemented. which
will have an adverse result on productivity instead of the intended increase of
productivity. We as firefighters feel we are achieving all our targets so why upset
a winning thing.



The shift pattern we currently have seems to work for myself and it's family
friendly allowing some time with your family after a days work. With a 12hr shift i
would spend little time with my family as it takes me an hour to get to work,
therefore i would get home have my dinner gone 9 in the evening then off to bed
as i would have to be up for 05.30. This must be against the EU working time
directive. I believe the training we carryout at HQ is only done maybe 4 days of
the year which can be easily arranged between watch's.
On station training there are no problems. There is also no financial gain with
doing 12hr shifts so why upset a workforce who are more than happy with the
current shift pattern. The transition from Day to Night shift would affect on working
performance as having rested the night before your nights begin you have the
potential to have 4hrs rest in a possible 24hr period.



I am deeply concerened with the apparent want for 12 hour shifts. I have 2 school
age daughters and a wife about to start a Masters Degree and feel that this
draconian and non family friendly shift pattern would severely restrict, hinder and
upset my current work life balance. I see no apparent need for this change and
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would like to formally express my vehement opposition to it.


I find it quite incredible that after conducting the Staff Survey which highlighted
work/life balance especially 12 hour shifts and I quote ' widespead concern about
the introduction of 12 hour shifts.There were concerns that this would significantly
harm work life balance and for those with children there could be an affect on
family life'. That the Service still wants to go ahead with this idea, I feel that if this
is the case and 12 hour shifts are introduced that operational staff will lose faith in
the Staff Survey and not bother to complete further surveys because our views
are ingnored.



In reference to proposal 1, the 12 hour shifts. Why change something that works
so well? I dont understand where the idea of freeing up 'thousands' more hours
comes from? We still work 48 hours a week.
The argument of pumps having to wait for outstaffers to arrive before going to
training is surely a staffing problem, not the a problem with the shifts? Again if the
argument is watch's cant fit the training into the shifts we currently work at the
moment, isnt that a time management problem? Also it maybe a 12 hour shift,
but for people like myself who travel over an hour to work, that 12 hour shift then
becomes a 15 hour working day, surely putting the health and safety of your
employees at risk.



With regards to the 12 hour shifts, i personally think they will have a detrimental
affect on staff's work life balance. Staff will lose out on time with their families,
particularly if they have young children, Their social life will will be hindered by the
fact that they would lose the opportunity to go out a further 2 nights to what they
would do now.
No savings would be made and what possible work could be so important that it
would need to be done between 1am and 7am? There would have to be
additional breaks for staff working the day shift and night shift staff would still have
a rest period from 2am till 5am. how many positive hours can be gained? will
those hours be worth the discontent it would bring upon its workforce?



12hr shift changes - Not only will the proposed shift changes not create a financial
savings but will also cost a large amount of money to implement. This will also
have a large impact on firefighters home life with increased child-care cost or
having to rely on friends and family to provide care to children.
Also this would have a large impact on FF that have to travel to there current
station as the shift chages would decrease the rest time inbetween shifts and
would impact on my childrens wellbeing. My current child-care arrangement
allows me to drop my daughter off at 0715 and travel the 1.5hr journey to my
place of work. A start time of 0700 will mean that i would have to find child care at
0515 to allow me to get to my place of work at 0700.
When this point was presented in the past i was told that it was my choice to work
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at this station. This is simply not true as the station I work at was my third choice
on leaving training department. In the draft IRMP they state that changing the
start time will increase more productive hours but there seems to be little
opportunity for community work and training on station or HQ at 7am!
It seems to me that the only thing that changing the shift time would accomplish
would be demotivate the work force, force firefighters to take early retirement or
transfer to neighbouring brigade's and cost the fire service large amounts of
money which it seems is trying to save with the other 4 proposals.


12 hour shifts will provide no more flexability or positive working hours. They will
cause animosity amongst FF's on station and senior managers time would be
better spent addressing more pressing issues. Under the current shifts we have
always met all targets set for us!



At a time when public services are loking at making cut backs surely this would be
costly to implement, there would be little or no increase in productivity as
operational staff already meet targets set. their would be a depremental impact on
employees home life.



This proposal is causing a great deal of stress and anxiety to a lot of firefighters
The change will have a detrimental effect on family life and health. It is
irresponsible to advise that such a change will be imposed without the slightest
suggestion of what the actual hours would be.
I have no idea whether I will be working late into evenings affecting out of work
hobbies or will I be leaving for work very early in the morning. Will the shifts be
two days, two nights? If so then I will find that at some point I will be forced to go
without sleep for a 24 hour period, which is detrimental to my health. The lack of
such structure to the proposal is causing great worry.



12 hour shifts are not family friendly. If there are no financial savings to be made
and we are still going to have the same amount of staff on duty no matter what
shift we do then I do not see the point of this change in shift. CFRS is one of the
leading FS in the country and this must mean we are performing well, so why
change!



I am shocked and upset that it is worded that "The Authority IS altering
operational shift arrangements by introducing 12-hour shifts" There has been no
poll of staff views, and the authority agrees that there will not be any financial
saving. Are the views of the operational staff, their families and the public of no
consequence to the service's management and the Fire Authority?
A 12 hour shift pattern would hinder my work life balance and make childcare
arrangements very difficult. 12 hour shifts are not family friendly. If operational
staff are changed to 12 hour shifts why would civilian staff not be.
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Should the frontline staff not be supported by admin staff 24 hours a day? The
excuse of requiring 12 hour shifts for training does not ring true to me, When
would we train for more than 7 hours per day anyway? Pump crews can be at
SHQ within 1 hour of starting shift from any station surely.


i am horrified that the service and fire authority are even thinking about 12 hour
shifts,have they not noticed that other fire services are going through industrial
disputes concerning this, also it is so unfamily friendly that it would create
massive problems for the majority of firefighters, also it will not achieve any
financial savings but must cost to implement.



I dont believe that 12 hour shifts offer a more "flexible" approach to shift patterns
and i certainly dont believe that they will be prefered over the current shift pattern
by firefighters. I would like to see the "detailed research" carried out along with a
discussion regarding any other possible alternative working patterns.



I strongly oppose the 12 hour shift pattern, the reasons for this are as follows, 1) it
is not at all family friendly, or cost effective and the increase in productivity was
not proportionate to the cost of changing to it.
The twelve hour shift was the reason I left my previous employer, who now
ironically are in the process of changing back to their orininal shift system they
had three years ago, hence if this proposal comes in to practice, i will
unfortunately have to seriously consider transferring out of this service as it will
cause problems to my work'life balance. Also if cheshire is one of the top
performing services in england, why does in seem nessesary to disrupt this by
pushing for a system that no operational staff want?



Are there any negotiaions between our employer and the FBU regarding the shift
proposals?,only recently David Cameron suggested that there should be an
improvement in work life balance and family values!
at the moment the staff working this shift seem to deal with the hectic position of
juggling there children with there partners without any finacial impact,however it
seems that our employer does not really understand the real impact that there
propose shift will have on its employees,male or female.



I do not see the requirement to alter the shift pattern from it's current state. I feel
that this will be detrimental to those currently on shift and will demoralise them
further. At present FF's have a good workable employment / family balance
enabling them the freedom to see thier family and enjoy time with them.
By moving to an agreed 12 hour shift pattern the potential is there for this
agreement to alter that balance for the negative. I agree that alterations can
produce increased efficiency however, a happy and content workforce is also the
most productive.



I am a wholetime firefighter, with a partner who is a nurse. We are looking to start
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a family in the next two years, and the currect shift system provides the
opportunity to do so. If the proposed changes are implimented, the cost and
organizing of childcare arrangements make this unpractible.
Considering the fact there is no cost savings, and the fact that operational staff
have hit all targets set by the service make these changes seem totally
unessessary. I also feel the potencial damage this could bring in terms of staff
morale and retention of female staff makes this idea a white elemphant.


I personnaly think the introduction of 12 hour shifts when they don't save any
money and would cause alot of unessary pressure to any person with children or
need to care for loved ones. I can't find any school or childminder that would be
able to acomadate kids in term time as they are only open from 8 until 6. In this
modern world both parents have to work and this would cause great upset and
consideration for one of the parents to go part time , which is not in the service
ethics of family friendly.
On my watch 70% of the staff have kids and use some sort of childcare so this
would create alot of upset. I also know that we are trying to employ women into
this job and I personnaly think this would put off any women with kids or thinking
of having children.



12 Hour shifts have been on the agenda and a major talking point among staff for
some time now, they seem to be universally opposed by staff working the existing
9 hour day/15 hour night shifts, will not provide any savings, will alienate existing
workers including those in minority groups (female Firefighters) and deter those
considering joining. If we are, as the audit commision says, one of the top
performing fire and rescue services, are hitting targets and have already endured
a lot of change, some of it for the sake of change, then would it not be a gesture
of good will by Management to not try to fix what isn't broken and leave things the
way they are and consider the needs of the workforce for a change.



Against 12 hour shifts, nothing will be gained and it will also not make the work
force happy.



I can fully understand that the service may need to introduce savings in the future
but the introduction of twelve hour shifts will not make any savings at all, in fact
output could possibly be less due to low morale of a work force being forced to
work shifts against their will.

External comments received via the website :

These proposals are supported. This should also release staff for greater
involvement in Emergency Planning exercises as well as other in house training
requirements
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Your Staff will have voted on this - if you have given them the opportunity - listen to
THEM



1 - 12 hour shift patterns are a matter for the fire service and FBU.



How about the American model of living on station. You can drop a whole watch
and maybe do 48hrs on 96hrs off with only three watches, saving hundreds of
thousands of pounds year in year out. This will also cut down on the carbon
footprint as there will be less traveling to work for staff. It will increase productivity
by having no change of shift and for those who want to job share they can as it fits
in with the twelve hour patterns already being used by Wimslow and control.Not
only that it will give you longer days to do the important bit like training. services are
already striking over twelve hour shifts so why not come up with a solution that fits
everyone as above



Opposed to proposal 1 and 2 information presented at the public meeting did not
show enough evidence that Birchwood was the quietest wholetime station.



As an operational firefighter with 2 children under the age of 3 the change of shift
would have a huge impact to the lives of not only myself but also my whole family.
My children would see far less of me, as longer days would mean I would not see
them at all on day shifts (they would be in bed when I leave and when I returned)
and on night shifts I would require greater sleeping time between shifts. This could
mean that they and my wife might have to invent out of house activities to create a
quieter and more restful environment for me to sleep. Where currently my wife and I
are able to provide all our own child care ( which we consider extremely important
and valuable for our children’s upbringing) and she can still work 2 days a week
with an accommodating employer, however following the change we would no
longer be able to continue even this arrangement and we would be forced to
consider external childcare or she would be unable to work. Either of these options
mean a direct impact to our financial situation as she currently earns approximately
£8,000 per annum. Without further explanation of exactly what flexibility and
capability is going to benefit from the change it is hard for me to comment however
I do know that we currently fulfil any training requirements that are placed on us
comfortably and therefore to not feel it necessary to designate further time to this
category.



The introduction of 12 hour shifts will undermine the fire service and put lives at
risk. I oppose this proposal unreservedly. I feel proposals 1-3, are a breach of
responsibility, to fulfil the service's vision. I am also concerned for the fire staff and
the people that they risk their lives to protect, rescue and save. The community
and fire fighters should be supported, not put at risk from such incompetent
proposals.



Strongly against these proposals



Changing the shift pattern to 12 hours will have a profound impact on staff. It will
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affect families partners, morale,recruitment and go against CFRS core values.."We
Value or people"..whilst the arguement that theres more productivity on 12 hour
shifts, this also goes against CFRS own attempts to give staff a "Better Work/ Life
balance"..meaning Frontline FF's and families suffer major changes to there
working patterns/lifestyles in the name of productivity and target led non operational
objectives.


12hr shifts will at some point cost lives



I am a Firefighter at 01 Warrington, I am a single parent, I am opposed to 12 hour
shift, they are very unfreindly to families, especially the socially diverse community
you are trying to bring to the service, there is no cost saving to these shifts, they will
make crews tired, they stop people wanting to drive for Health & Safety reasons,
they will deter females from wanting to join, they will decrease the high level of
efficiency within the Service because people will be so tired, of this I'm sure you are
already aware. I am opposed to the pump at 02 Birchwood going day manned and
retained at night, what effect is this to have on Warrington, and the people living in
the community in Warrington when the pump is at a job in Birchwood, what about
the people of Birchwood if they had a house fire they will have to wait well in excess
of the turn out time they get now, if its from retained or warrington into birchwood,
the implications of this is massive to the firefighters and the community it is
supposed to be serving



I am still unaware of the increase in capacity to the workforce 12 hr shifts would
bring.I can understand it from a training basis however the detrimental effect this
would have to my home life with two small children and a full time teacher as a wife
is why I would strongly oppose 12 hr shifts.

Panel comments received:-



Re the proposed 12 hour shifts, my son works shifts of 12 hours and works 2 days and
2 nights with 6 rest days in between. Would this apply to your proposed system?
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Change crewing arrangements for hydraulic platforms (HP) at
Stockton Heath and Macclesfield fire stations
Internal comments received via the intranet:-



I would also suggest the HP be at Warrington and be operated by fulltime staff, if
the hazmat and foam tanker were relocated the HP could alternate with 01P2 and
also provide a boat / swift water specialised crew that can be transported on these
special appliances to incidents. There would be no increase in watch sizes at
Warrington but savings could still be made while providing professional crews. A
degree of flexibility is important but this obviously needs enough staff to allow the
system to function properly, just cutting staff does not solve any problems.



Proposals 2 to 5 These are all good ideas



I can see an argument for the HPs to be retained crewed - a sensible way of
potential money savings.



Hydraulic platforms.... I don't see any detriment to the change of stations.



The proposal of the crewing change for the HP at Macclesfield makes financial
sense.



Again from an economic view this is hard to argue against. There are other
specials on shift stations which could also be reviewed i.e. HMU's.



I think this is a good idea which has clearly been well thought out and was well
communicated to front line staff (certainly to my watch). I find it difficult to think of
a single salient argument to maintain these appliances staffed by whole time
firefighters when compared to the possible financial savings achievable



A change to RDS for HP's may be the only possible move; I just hope that training
requirements are thought of properly before the change is made.



With regard to proposal 3 the statement in IRMP which reads "The hydraulic
platform is already crewed by RDS staff at night and the proposal is to extend the
arrangement to the period now covered by the day shift" Is incorrect and
misleading! The RDS staff do not crew this appliance at night they are not even
trained to operate it at all. It is the whole time day crew staff who crew it. Yes you
may call them RDS at night but this would also be incorrect. under the day
crewing contract it is the whole time day crew staff who crew this appliance 24/7



Again I can see the advantages to this proposal. However, there will be times
when these appliances will not be on the run due to insufficient crewing, and if
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neighbouring brigades follow our lead in this process then there will be times
when a hydraulic platform will not be available at all.


I disagree with this proposal.



I am at Macclesfield tonight on out duties and have been informed that not 1 of
the RDS personnel is trained on the HP. This will mean that exactly the same
thing happens as has happened at Wilmslow where whole time FF's are sent to
these Stations to cover for the shortfall in RDS staff.



Retained don’t have enough training time to become skilful Hydraulic Platform
Operators. It would take them allot longer than 5 minutes to respond (as stated in
IRMP). Warrington needs a HP quickly to launch the boat at different locations in
the town below the weir on the Mersey.



With current safety regulation in place to protect staff, reducing essential
specialist appliances that support safer systems of work can only reduce the
services effectiveness. In particular, modern building techniques when involved in
fire present a whole new era of associated risks that we are only just beginning to
realise. The effectiveness of these vehicles with properly trained competent staff
in reducing the amount of damage at incidents has already been proven time and
time again. Reducing aerial appliances once again compromises crew safety and
effectiveness



Proposals 2 & 3 mean dangerous delays in attendance times which under any
DORA places members of the public at greater risk. The recent snow and icy
conditions mean retained staff attending either Birchwood or Stockton Heath for
an incident places them at great danger en route, and also leads to much slower
turnouts which will mean a more developed fire on arrival. Persons trapped in
RTCs will be trapped beyond the golden hour and therefore increased loss of life
is probable.



Draft IRMP 7 suggests the staffing of the HP’s with Retained duty staff. Currently
the Retained duty staff only train for 3 hours a week and this is used to keep there
skill levels appropriate to their role. If in addition to the standard training that they
need to undertake, they also have to then maintain competency levels on the HP,
their skills in the use of regular fire fighting equipment will suffer as a
consequence leading to fire fighters which are under trained in both areas.



The HPs at Stockton Heath and Macclesfield are currently crewed by full time
firefighters, with extensive experience and a high amount of time available to train
for the use of the HP.
the proposal for retained firefighters to crew this special appliance would mean
that they’d have to train on the HP during the 3 hours allocated training time. This
would certainly compromise on the time/quality of training for normal firefighting,
which is already a small amount. Surely just 3 hours training in total would result
in less competent retained firefighters crewing a HP to a lower standard than it is
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currently?
Possible Solutions:
(1) Move the Stockton Heath HP to Birchwood
a. Birchwood Firefighters could train for a decent amount of time for firefighting
AND using the HP.
b. The HP would be in an excellent position to attend incidents throughout the
county- faster than it can currently, due to Birchwood’s excellent motorway access
(especially at night.)
c. This suggestion would not be as feasible at Macclesfield because they do not
have a whole time station neighbouring Macclesfield, to provide decent cover
should a house fire or RTC occur while the HP is out.
d. The proposal Suggests to cut 6 jobs at Stockton heath by making the HP
retained cover, there are already 7 on each watch at Birchwood, by giving each
watch another Firefighter, Birchwood could independently crew both the pump,
the HP and have a Firefighter left over to cover leave. This system would not cut 6
jobs but would still make savings by loosing only 2 jobs and still keeping a very
skilled, well trained HP crew.
(2) Bring in 1 retained firefighter to simply drive the HP and have a full time
firefighter crewing it with him/her- this would increase experience and skill level on
the HP at incidents.
(3)Leave the system as it is


The hp at Stockton heath is regularly used to launch the water rescue unit's boat,
which is time critical. Having the hp staffed by retained personnel can only lead to
an increased response time, and delays in launching the boat. I am also
concerned that retained personnel will struggle to find the time to train to use the
hp and keep up their regular firefighting skills.



I feel that the hydraulic platform should remain on whole time/ day crewed due to
the skill level involved and also the availability for the Boat.



The hydraulic platforms at Macclesfield and Stockton Heath Community Fire
Stations are essential rescue appliances. When an incident requires a hydraulic
platform it is because of their unique qualities, and they are staffed by whole time
personnel to ensure their maximum availability.
If these appliances are staffed solely by members of the retained duty system
there will be no guaranteed availability of either appliance especially during times
of public holidays when retained fire appliances are off the run due to insufficient
staffing. Therefore placing members of the public and Fire Service at greater risk.



I don’t think it is a good idea to staff the hydraulic platforms with retained they can
not keep up all the training and experience needed and be available 24 hrs this
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should remain staffed by full time firefighters and be on the run all the time


with regard to proposal 3 retained staffing of the hydraulic platform, at this present
time the retained duty staff have difficulty providing cover for their pumping
appliance at night, this is a mater of record for Stockton heath, and due to their
day work commitments those currently on the retained duty system can not
provide enough cover to staff an appliance Monday to Friday between 09:00 and
19:00 and are rarely available during the weekend between 09:00 and 17:00 this
would place the hydraulic platform unavailable for most of the time. Unlike at the
moment when it’s available 24/7 with no doubts about if and when staff will be
available for it. The proposal would not save any money as most of the whole time
staff currently serving at Stockton heath would have to be relocated to other
stations; in fact it would result in a cost increase as retained personnel would
attract extra payments to respond with this appliance, the current arrangement at
Stockton heath incurs no additional costs. Retained personnel would not be able
to maintain the required skill base to operate this appliance due to the constraints
of their training time table.



In reference to Proposal 3, crewing arrangements for hydraulic. The HP is a
specialist vehicle, taking hours of training to become competent and confident in
using it. Some would argue that on the RDS training programme there just isn’t
enough time to keep their competencies up on the equipment and procedures on
the pump and HP as well. Also when making up for a HP at an incident away
from Macclesfield and Stockton Heath, you’re already waiting a long period of
time before it arrives, the 5 mins delay before the retained get in could be crucial.



I feel using RDS to crew HPs will cause issues as most RDS have secondary
employment which means they need to get back home and go to work, if they are
on the HP this is not so easy when on large jobs, if you need to send the HP drop
two WT of the first and bring 2 RDS in to cover the short fall.



I feel is a cut to fire fighter jobs, added to the 6 being cut from Stockton heath
raises cause for concern. The availability of the hp's is an important issue, as
although they can be seldom used, the incidents that they do attend are quite
severe.



We at Crewe have tonight the 1st February sent a FF to Wilmslow to cover the
night shift as there are not sufficient RDS members available. How on earth can a
system be put in where on the very first day there are not enough people to man
the pump? It really does beggar belief!



Considering nationally the service is looking at increasing the training hours
needed to keep retained competent in role and just meeting their national
standards, I feel that it is impossible for RDS staff to be able to meet the
requirements to be safe, competent and efficient in the operating of the ALP. I feel
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I am able to speak with some authority as I am a retained firefighter in another
service.

External comments received via the website :

These proposals are supported. This should also release staff for greater
involvement in Emergency Planning exercises as well as other in house training
requirements



No comment, i am uninformed.



I feel proposals 1-3, are a breach of responsibility, to fulfil the service's vision. I am
also concerned for the fire staff and the people that they risk their lives to protect,
rescue and save. The community and fire fighters should be supported, not put at
risk from such incompetent proposals.



Strongly against these proposals



The proposal to staff HP's with retained is basically cutting frontline jobs...! I oppose
this . In my expeirence as a FF on specials Retained do not have the training /time
/expieriece on the specials as well as keeping up other competencies and therefore
a "hole" is then left in availability,use and knowledge of specials that can only
impact on services' delivery to the public and saftey of FF's at incidents.



Firstly specialist appliances need specialist personnel to crew them not a butcher,
baker or hairdresser that commits to a weekend training course and then 3 hours
on a Tuesday night for training.



I have been at Warrington for 15 years and I was lucky enough to have an aerial for
many years which was invaluable for many reasons. To propose staffing these rare
commodities in our Service with the retained I believe is a poor option. The retained
personnel will surely find it difficult to become proficient in aerial based training as
well as all their other training requirements when they only train once a week. If
cover can't be maintained which is often the case where will Warrington
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Flexible Rostering
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



Firstly I applaud your efforts with this as this is a very positive step forward
towards improving morale and helping people with to fit their family and lives
around their job. I very much look forward the implementation of this.



I agree



flexible within the job is a good thing and will help people with young families



I can see the reason for most of these changes, the flexible rostering may have
benefits for operational staff as they may be able to customise when they work



In terms of flexile rostering, this would seem to be of benefit to staff so I think this
is a good idea



I agree that flexible working hours for added flexibility are a good idea.



I am unsure of what flexible rostering would involve. I am all for allowing overtime
to cover times of short staffing; however staffing levels should be adequate apart
from unseen occurrences such as sickness etc.



As long as flexible rostering remains voluntary then supporting the service in this
way can offer benefits to both sides. However, I believe it would be beneficial for
both parties if management offers more information regarding any new system.



alot more details are needed for me to have a better understanding of how this
can benefit me and my colleagues, until I get some more info I appose this idea
coming into practice.



Surely this element of staffing will be covered by the enhanced strategic reserve
and use volunteers who are available for overtime.



Proposals 2 to 5 These are all good ideas



Flexible rostering: As stated in the draft IRMP 7, this is only a short term solution
to give FF more freedom over there employment. But this seems to be added in to
combat the problems with child-care issues with 12hr shift change. But with no
real solution to this problem.



When is PEAK ACTIVITY? This is another proposal I disagree with.
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Staff and their families know when personnel are on duty this includes start times,
(finishing times are more of a guideline due to the uncertainty of when an
appliance will respond to an incident).
This allows staff and their families to plan their home lives well in advance
because of the structured rota, to change this is going to cause many problems
and worry for the partners at home, problems such as child care eg. Nurseries like
you to book your children in on regular days at certain times and to pick up at
certain times.
This would not be possible if your hours change on duty change from week to
week. Children may be cared for by members of the family but the same problems
occur when that member of the family is trying to work round a flexible shift.



My wife works in the NHS with a flexible rosta system and it is a complete
nightmare for both staff and managers wasting valuable hours while various shifts
are covered. Our model of a rigid shift system works well and staff can plan
ahead. More flexibility should be introduced with the introduction of overtime to
cover shortages



The savings associated with providing additional cover via overtime are well
known and difficult to argue against. So I won’t bother. It may be worth while
implementing a more accessible and robust system for overtime. I do not know of
many front line staff that is opposed to overtime so long as sensible minimum
crewing is maintained.



I am opposed to this.



This comes up whenever it suits Cheshire Fire Service to use as an argument.
People are happy with the duty system that we are currently on and that is why
they joined in the first place.

 Flexible rostering, this will encourage staff to choose the shifts that suit them, but
what will happen if 75% of staff ask to work day shifts?

 This would leave a shortage of staff for night shift. How can the service decide
fairly who would be allowed to pick their shifts?

 Could this cause further discontent?
 Flexible rostering seems to be impossible on a 12 hour shift pattern. How can it
be flexible if one has to work a 12 hour shift?!! Strange.
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Remove the second Crew Manager post on two pump stations
and replace it with a Firefighter post
Internal comments received via the intranet :-



Proposals 2 to 5 These are all good ideas



In terms of crew managers on stations, again I agree with this proposal if there
are no redundancies.



So can one appliance go out with no Crew manager if the 1st pump is out?



Concerned about the loss of positions which in turn will lose alot of experience
and also the amount of money saved will not be as great due to that when a Cm
or WM is on annual or sick leave then their position will have to be covered by
people temporary acting which incurs more cost. Also if it is introduced a cm is
moved to other stations then their travelling expenses have to be paid by the
service which makes the idea nonsense.



This is a dangerous move that I fully oppose.



Yet another cost cutting exercise! While the support staff increases on a weekly
basis the front line staff face cut after cut in their numbers. The wage bill at HQ's
has more than doubled since I joined over 6 years ago and all the while we on the
'front line' have faced cut after cut. We have substandard kit to work with that will
one day cost a FF his/her life.
Since joining in 2003 the pack set radios that we use have been 'due for
replacement' and still we are waiting. It is akin to the Government sending our
troops into Afghanistan and Iraq with no body armour and unreliable weapons
which has been continually reported. It is all because of penny pinching.
Also why should a FF 'act up' to help the Service when it could mean the potential
loss of CPD payment because they are no longer competent in their new role? It
is totally unacceptable that somebody who is trying to further their career for the
benefit of themselves and the Service should lose money as a result. This will
further save the Service money in CPD payments which is probably what they are
trying to achieve.



No continuity when a crew manager is on leave. Greater need for them with the
increased work load, especially on a 2 pump station.



I disagree with the idea of reducing the JO cover at certain stations to 1 WM and
1 CM. With the onset of more admin, procedures, targets and general paperwork
over the last few years there has never been a greater need to have the extra
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help in these areas.
There must be at least a dozen or more admin changes to the work load which
makes the job a lot more procedural and accountable. IRS forms. HSA data to
input, community work, and the general station planning has increased massively
so the need for 3 officers on the larger stations has never been greater. This will
allow for consistency with work loads in the absence of 1 officer.


The reduction of competent trained crew managers in this day and age where
even more competent staff is required appears unbelievable. The responsibilities
imposed on these managers regarding knowledge, experience and maintaining
safe systems of work during hazardous conditions, undermines this responsibility
and leaves the organisation exposed and vulnerable to all sorts of corporate
examination which could lead to prosecution.
Recent fire death investigations concluded that inexperience and inadequately
trained crew managers were contributing factors and could have been avoided.
The financial savings to be made by a proposal to reduce these roles would be
negligible taking operational responsibilities into account. It would probably even
cost more in the long run.



Having been a crew manager for twelve years I know how much the role has
changed and how the workload has increased. At the moment a watch
management team of two crew managers and a watch manager just about keep
the balance of station workload on an even keel.
To take away the second crew manager will seriously jeopardise the running of a
station watch. The remaining watch and crew manger will be overloaded with a
workload that is usually divided between three. This will eventually impact on the
running of a watch. You will also create a problem that the remaining crew
manager not being able to fulfil their role map. They will always be in charge of an
appliance and never be able to wear breathing apparatus.



Proposal 5 is poorly thought through. A FF acting up to a CM role is entitled to
claim for the increased responsibility under the optimum crewing agreement. No
financial savings



I think removing Crew Managers from 2 pump stations will make the position less
appealing as it will become a development role, constantly filled by temporary
promotions or acting up. This will mean there will always be a shortage of
competent Crew Managers.



I think that the role of CM is extremely important within the service. The cm's on
station in my opinion provide the back bone to the whole service. from the training
of new recruits on station to inspiring others to better themselves by setting an
example of a positive role models for others to aspire to and beyond. most if not
all managers were first inspired by there CM
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This proposal is completely reliant on fire fighters taking on extra responsibilities
for no gain. If a competent Fire fighter who is in receipt of their CPD is to Act up
on a temporary basis to enable this proposal to work they will lose nearly £600
per year. The number of personnel required to act up and lose this money is
substantial because of the number of stations and, there are 4 watches



Reduction in the number of Crew Managers is a further dilution of skills and
shows a lack of understanding of what value the modern Crew Manager brings to
the Service, the workload for Supervisory Managers has increased massively
over the last four years and the potential saving of about £70k is seen by existing
Crew Managers as penny pinching.
If this amount needs to be saved then why is always the frontline staff who suffer,
stop creating Middle Manager positions for Green Book staff or remove 'Essential
Car User' allowance and just give those staff Vauxhall Corsa diesels.



I am not happy at this proposal as I feel that I don’t get enough time with my crew
managers at the moment and feel that I am losing out on gaining their knowledge
and experience, they always seem to be bogged down with paperwork



I do not agree with this



Unthinkable due to the amount of administrative tasks required of the watch
management team and the supervision of the firefighters during on station
routines. Also if the crew mangers were reduced then the remaining crew
manager would not be able to maintain their competencies for the role map as
they would not be 'riding in the back' as often.



I also do not agree with the idea of reducing the Crew Manager capacity in the
service, replacing the post with a FF offers very little cost savings but increase's
the risk to crews operating under a reduced incident command structure.



If saving money means cutting back on expertise and experience of crew
managers I believe that would be a big mistake. The Crew Manager has been
trained to do the job and a firefighter has not, the work load they have would only
spiral with less crew managers.
When leave is taken into account the current staffing levels seems to manage
sufficiently.
You could also have watches that a firefighter may not want to act up.



The replacement of Crew Managers with firefighters is another one I struggle to
see the sense of. With the current staffing levels on Blue Watch the worst they
have been for years (dangerously low) and the fact that any Crew Manager on
Blue has probably not ridden number 3 position at all in the last 24 months - it
seems a far fetched and somewhat misguided way to save a relatively negligible
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sum of money.
It also relies on the goodwill of firefighters waiting to 'act up', which I believe is
misplaced and shows a possible 'out of touch' view by Senior Managers


Having been an operational Crew Manager for 10 years I cannot see how this will
work.
Imagine the following: On a 2 pump station having one Watch Manager & 1
Crew manager. The Watch Manager in on Leave, The Crew Manager on that
particular day books sick, you now have a watch of 10 or so firefighters that have
no management, if there is no one willing to act up or no manager from the
previous watch will to hold on, who will run that particular watch until an out duty
JO arrives which in some cases can be over an hour, If a fire call is received i.e.
Persons Reported Who will be in charge , who will brief the crews who will be
responsible, even a Cover Officer can take over 30 minutes to arrive, There will
be no one available to take control, I feel we will be putting the publics and
operational crews lives & health & safety at great risk



Proposal 5, CM's being replaced by FF's. In my opinion on a two pump station,
the WM does need 2 CM's to help with all that is expected, on both the physical
and admin side of things. Also when the 1 CM goes onto annual leave, all admin
work would be left to the WM.



The reduction of a Crewe Managers post will put appliances off the run at change
of shift, increase the workload on managers that are left, put staff off wanting to
"act up" and is not going to save a lot of money! Why bother?



Removing crew manager’s positions and replacing with FF will only make a very
insignificant saving in terms of cost and cause more problems as the Watch
manager will not be able to cover annual leave or sick leave. This would also
increase the WM work load as only one CM to delegate to. I feel to increase
productivity, keeping a CM would make more sense.



Even more productivity could be achieved by adding a crew manager onto shifts.
This would help to free up WM's from the mountain of admin they are currently
buried under!



This is in my opinion the worst idea of all. The current workload all but prevents
the WMs and CMs from spending enough time with the watch (training etc.) and
to cut the extra position would be a grave error of judgement.
A single CM could not realistically manage with the workload and this would be
devastating to productivity (see point 1). Also, due to the lack of FFs prepared to
'act up' and a lack of candidates applying for promotion I can not see a realistic
way for the CM position to be covered during leave or sickness. We are currently
experiencing a shortage of candidates applying for promotion and this will
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exacerbate the situation.


I am a Crew Manager and I very rarely ride in the back of the appliances as I am
always OiC. This must surely show the need for the current amount of Crew
Managers. I always see other stations struggling for JOs so if anything we need
more not less. All the administration work at station level has increased therefore
losing a CM would increase the workload for the remaining JOs and this would
impact on other station activities.



It seems to me that current Crew Managers are being pulled all over the county to
cover shortages. If we do not have enough CM's now i am unsure how reducing
the numbers will help.



The proposed saving is believed to be just under £100,000 per annum. Has the
cost of paying staff to act up during leave/sickness etc been calculated into this
equation? If not, then I can’t imagine the savings being more than 1/3 of this total,
whilst it will also have the effect of severely alienating alot of staff and limiting
promotion to those who seek it.



I feel that this is a dangerous situation to put the service in by cutting the CM
level, the service in the past had 3 CM's to a 2 pump station for a valid reason, so
to aim to take it down to 1 is madness, only to fill the gap's with less qualified
staff, which I feel will be the case as most if not all of the seasoned firefighters will
not act up in response to this. Plus it will make it even more difficult for a CM to
get leave



we do not have enough crew managers as it is so reducing them will only end up
costing the authority more money by acting people up etc



I have concerns over the CM proposals. As a watch manager at 08, I rely on
continuity and a chain of command/management to achieve. The reduction to me
and one substantive CM would be reliant on more involvement or participative
management from the Firefighters.
Although I could develop Firefighters who have been vectored and give them
managerial responsibility, this may not be county wide. If detaching in CM's I
find this counter-productive as they don’t really contribute to my references and
much prefer to act up on the watch. This only becomes a problem when there are
no firefighters prepared to act up or develop, but there are means of managing
this.



A FF acting up to a CM role is entitled to claim for the increased responsibility
under the optimum crewing agreement. No financial savings!



Proposal 5 is poorly thought through.



I don't agree with the loss of a crew manager on each watch. Speaking as a
watch manager I think that continually and the ability to share information and
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discuss the performance of the watch is best done from a management
perspective rather than with a person who may revert to firefighter the following
day.
There is also the problem of skills slippage. if a person is "acting up" for only the
odd day or two they may need constant monitoring and re training with the
consequent time problems.


With regards to proposal 5, replacing the second cm at 2 pump stations, I can see
how out duty jo cover / acting up could work at some stations, I cannot see how
this would work at stations with specialist appliances: eg. At Warrington there are
3 specials all of which are mobilised with a pump to incidents, and require a j.o.
with knowledge of the specials to run incidents. I cannot see how an out duty crew
manager could safely manage a hazmat or boat incident without lengthy and
thorough training.



However, the flexibility for WM/CM's would not be the same due to the ratio
Managers to firefighters. Managers are already penalised for trying to arrange
leave when there is insufficient WM/CM's at their home station and within the
remainder of the County.
I do not agree with the removal of a CM on 2 pump stations. Both CM's are a
pivotal role to the Watch system. Having 3 Managers affords a degree of flexibility
to allow leave.
By removing a CM the remaining member would not be able to fulfil his role as set
against NOS as a CM completes not only the role of aWM but also of a FF. By
always being OIC of the 2nd appliance the CM would not be able to fulfil the FF
elements as productively or effectively as they do now. This would have a knock
on affect for WM's whose role may then encroach upon a SM role map.
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Council tax precept increase for 2010/11
Internal comments received via the intranet:-



Proposals 12 - 13



Fully agree with 12 & 13



I agree with all the proposals regarding the budget.



I agree with this proposal.



Don’t mind paying an increase people in Birchwood will wonder why we are
paying more but losing night cover for our families.



I think this a very cheap increase for the service we provide



Very cheap for the service provided I believe the general public would not argue
that one.



With the budget cuts expected over the next few years, savings will have to be
made and if we can get an increase of 3% off the council tax, then good luck, go
for it!



Good service costs money, lets make sure the money we ask for is put to the best
possible use.



I agree with this proposal.



I don’t know how these things all work at the top but from down here it seem to
me that it would be an ideal to time to procure any "Big Ticket" items now (BA
sets, new pumps etc) whilst we still have a chance to increase our share of the
tax.

I support the proposals

Because over the next few years funding is likely be capped if not cut, so any
necessary purchases might be impossible to fund. So maybe a bigger increase
this year, to fund any necessary procurement, knowing full well that in future
years we won’t have an opportunity to do so.


if the authority need more money then they should look to increase council tax by
whatever is possible to make up some deficits instead of cutting posts on the
frontline



I can understand the increase in council tax and the need for CFRS to save
money. However, there does seem to be a lot of money wasted by the service.
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For example, the inflatable fire engine and its transport van cost over £30k - a lot
of money for something that’s not used all the time.
The OSCAR vehicle also seems to be a costly white elephant. Also, outsourcing
recruitment and payroll is very expensive, and I know that the contractors are
unreliable and make costly mistakes. Why not handle these in-house - this would
create a number of new posts and save money at the same time. An in-house
payroll would increase staff trust, as at the moment staff don’t really expect their
pay to be correct.


No comment.



No comment



No comment



No comment



Proposal 12 - 3% increase yet 1% pay rise, mmm.

Panel comments received:

At 3% this is extremely good value.



Be careful that the choices made don't have a catastrophic effect on service levels
which in the longer term will result in increased cost. Short term gain but long term
pain.



With inflation and wage rises at half a percent, to talk about tax rises of 3% is bad. The
recent achievements in IRMP leaflet should be leading to reductions. The IRMP seems
short sighted – 1 year, why not longer strategic planning (5 year?)



Regarding question D3, I think the Authority should keep its council tax increase
proposals under review in order to have an appropriate balance between limiting cost
increases and service provision.



The focus should remain on achieving service levels, not cost restraints.



Our emergency services must come as a priority – not something to be tampered with.
If this means increased funding for the fire service is required, I think it should happen.
Too many cutbacks will put people's lives at risk.



The budget questions are badly worded. The respondent can only indicate agreement
or disagreement but can not show whether disagreement is because they think a 3%
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increase is too large or too small.


Don't think authority should compromise services even if it means 3%+ increase.



I would be willing to pay more council tax than have cutbacks in the services you
provide.



If we want safety, we have to pay for it. We don't get owt for nowt!



I think the Service should be looking to operate from a zero growth position on council
tax for the next 2 years. In fact it should be looking at what it can do to reduce the
council tax input.



Depends on RPI and economic factors.



Review, reorganisation and prioritisation will help to keep costs low and service level
appropriate for people.



I disagree with the 3% rise in council tax because at present you can not expect people
to find the extra cash. Also why not contact the bank for extra funding because they
are the reason we are in this mess. I can not believe that you are thinking of the above,
soon everyone with a home will be paying over £1000 for their council tax and still
there is no change in the services.



To cut increase in council tax, reviews should ensure staffing levels and services in
each station are proportionate to the number of incidents in the area.



Emergency response should be primarily focussed before overlapping on community
services. Keeping focus to its main services may help keep council tax low.



Increases should be at 3% level.



There should be no council tax rise and services are concentrated on their priority
service and efficiency plans developed.



Council tax is paid by most people with dwindling resources. That includes the fire
service.



People's income already down and lots of people lost their job. I think council tax down.
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Continue focusing on both community safety and emergency
response activities
Internal comments received:

I agree with this proposal in theory.



Good fully agree with 12 & 13



I feel this is in both the services and the public’s best interests.



Proposals 12 - 13



We need to be vigilant when agreeing new posts especially at high end level,
surely more staff on the ground would be more efficient than employing more
managers than we need.



More detail needed



No comment



A bit vague.......I would like more details as to what this means.



No comment



Community safety, there is a definite need to improve the resources available to
the departments that deliver safety messages, some departments are awash with
staff and volunteers while others manage on skeleton staff and good will. A fairer
way to provide resources is needed; no one group in the community is a priority
above others.



Let’s get the emergency response right first. Talk to front line crews openly and
honestly about how best to deliver these services to our communities.



We are too focused on community issues at present, we are an emergency
service and we should prioritise that first.



Where will the emphasis lie? Community safety or operational resilience, this will
be one of the key questions in the next few years. Not surprisingly I feel that the
operational side should take the lion's share of the funding as that is our core
activity.

I support the proposals
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Future council tax precept increases
Internal comments received via the intranet:

I agree with this proposal as long as operation staff does not lose their jobs and
the safety of staff and the community is not compromised.



Fully Agree



Why, the Service is not in danger of being capped so set the increase higher and
invest in the Service to achieve a lower carbon footprint and newer more efficient
vehicles and buildings



If the authority need more money then they should look to increase council tax by
whatever is possible to make up some deficits instead of cutting posts on the
frontline

General comments
Internal comments received via the intranet:-

General Comments


I believe there are many ways to reduce costs in this organisation. If you wish to
hear any of my suggestions I would be pleased to discuss them, reducing front
line staff is not one of my suggestions, as without them you don’t have an
organisation.



Water Rescue Skills - As newly qualified operators acquire these skills, limited
resources, adequate risk assessments and training facilities restrict the
effectiveness of the service. What it thinks it can do and what it can actually do,
would appear to be very different.



My final point on this issue is that the financial saving would be relatively minor.
As an additional point I would like to say that I do not feel it appropriate that so
many managers are driving new registration high specification vehicles i.e. BMWs
/ AUDIS / RANGE ROVERS.
In these fiscal times it seems to portray the wrong image. We should be seen to
be 'tightening our belts' and being prudent and not living lavishly. The front line
staff is expected to accept these hard times, which we do. But we should feel that
we are in this together.
All of the savings seem to affect the FFs, CMs and WMs. Also, using vehicles with
large engines capacities is not very environmentally friendly, which is one of our
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core values. Should we not be driving Toyota prius hybrids / mini cooper diesels
etc to save money on fuel and initial outlay and to portray a better image to the
communities we serve?
Also, I feel that the Service should look at the support staff currently employed at
SHQ. Is it really necessary to employ 4 people in full time positions to design
images etc for the literature we produce? Could this not be out-sourced to a local
company? The amount of support staff currently being employed at SHQ is at an
all time high. I am not saying that the work these people do is not relevant or
important. However, the amount of support staff we employed 6 years ago was
much reduced and we seemed to manage then. I appreciate that these new roles
have arisen because of the need to change and modernise. However, during the
current economic climate maybe we should consider 'being still' and conserving
funds wherever we can. If we did not change for the next 5 years, we would still
be light years ahead of most Fire and Rescue services.


However, on the 'flip side' the spot light should be turned on all stations to see if
other stations are too busy. I feel that this only applies in reality to the retained
station at Nantwich. I know that this station has a higher wage salary than any
other retained station. Indeed, our ex-CFO once commented to my watch that he
was 'appalled' at the wage bill there.
Obviously it is still much cheaper to run a retained station than to provide whole
time fire cover but I ask you to consider this: The current level of cover at Crewe
fire station is more than capable of dealing with the emergency calls Nantwich
currently receives. This would not lead to loosing the current cover provided by
the RDS at Nantwich because they would still be required. However, the wage bill
for Nantwich would obviously be massively reduced because the crews at Crewe
would be responding to the majority of the calls. This could make a large financial
saving.
Also, the real estate value of Crewe fire station is considerable. It would seem to
make sense to move the fire station to an area equidistant of Crewe and
Nantwich, to sell the premium land where the current fire station is, to buy
cheaper land at a location as suggested above (producing revenue). This would
allow the new fire station to improve attendance times in the Nantwich area,
maintain attendance times in the Crewe station area, and improve fire cover in
Nantwich whilst maintaining the same level in Crewe and produce financial
savings. It really is a win/win situation (in my opinion!) May I suggest the current
derelict site of Redsands young offender’s institution, which is right between the
two towns and also in an excellent location for access to both Leighton hospital
and the motorway network?



The consultation process between area managers and operational crews is a
travesty. AMs claiming to have little knowledge for the reasons of the change to
start and finish times of the shifts when it clearly states in draft IRMP 7 that
detailed research has been carried out into the proposed 12 hr shifts.
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Such a pity this research was never promulgated by the managers nor is it in the
public domain to be read by those interested parties. Are the changes really to
encourage a wider spectrum of the community a career in CFRS, will it really be
more family friendly.
Is CFRS going to embrace the whole European Working Time Directive or just the
'bits that suit’? 4 days a year are currently spent by crews at L&D is it really
necessary to change the shift system for 4 days.
Most crews arrive late to training courses due to ongoing detached staff shortages
arriving from other stations, the reason being optimum crewing not maintained,
the right people with right skills in the right place at the wrong time. Rarely do
crews on training courses leave L&D before 17.00hrs not 16.00hrs as informed to
the Fire Authority members.


Cost cutting could be easily achieved by reducing lease cars for all officers and
instead opt for a car pool, this will benefit the environment and aid the service in
its commitment its carbon footprint. Costs can also be saved by reducing all non
essential staff at headquarters.



Fully understand that the service needs to move forward but introduction of a shift
pattern against it employees will, is not a positive move



12 hours will NOT be effective



I hope the future can be approached in a manner that can show a dignity and
respect on all parties that such a profession deserves.



If we are to save money where possible I feel there needs to be more
accountability for budgets, for example outsourcing the whole time recruitment
process cost how much?? There is lots of staff with excellent skills set so why
don't we use them rather than paying consultants a ridiculous amount to do a job
we could do in house. I am from private sector background and as such
decisions are made carefully as to the needs of the business, this does not
appear to happen here. Each department should be like its own business with
budgets and targets (poss environmental) so they can manage efficiently their
own area and there is accountability.



No monetary savings will be gained from 12 hour shifts and the business case is
flawed, stating that staff sleep on a night shift is written by someone who has
obviously never spent a few hours in a calcot chair! The disruption it would cause
to the home life of staff would be detrimental to what is left of a work life balance
and it is insulting for the Service to say that disruption would be minimal.



No change to Birchwood fire station



The service has come a long way in the last 10 years and sometimes change has
been handled insensitively by management. Every effort needs to be made to
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"sell" the positive aspects of the fundamental changes that are being proposed
with the duty system. Staff are a little more responsive to change than in the past
but the last thing the service needs is a bitter dispute on these factors.


Madness



I am all for changes to improve the Fire Service and there are some very good
proposals, but some changes can have an adverse affect on a very good service
already provided.



Don't ever forget the most valuable asset in any industry is its workforce. Don't
alienate the workforce just to make small improvements. Speak to your workers
and ask them what can be done to make the improvements, after all, it's them
who will be doing them.



Reviewing CM positions. This needs to be done on RDS station, the figure of 2
CMs is based on traditional findings, the work load of RDS CMs and WMs has
more than trebled in the past 5 years and RDS are struggling to meet the Admin
and Cover on RDS stations.



My main disappointment is the 12 hour shift system being spoke of being imposed
on firefighters. Surely the views of the firefighters should be canvassed first. It is
not a family friendly system and as a young father I am extremely unhappy and
worried about the future and my career if they are imposed.



The proposal regarding volunteers and the 12 hour shifts concerns me most.
Rather than reiterate what I have already stated, I will just say that I have major
reservations regarding these proposals. With all the proposed efficiency savings
set out I am surprised to see that none are coming from our non uniformed side.
Is this because none are planned? I look forward to seeing the new inspections
of none residential premises being implemented and hopefully enlarged upon
over time.



I feel that although their are some valid issues raised in this draught of the IRMP,
maybe setting them as an annual thing is an unrealistic challenge, as we still have
issues that haven't been fully addressed in the previous IRMP's, maybe one every
two years would be more productive? And whilst I appreciate a service such as
ours, in order to remain one of the top performers, needs to keep its "finger on the
pulse", we also need to not change things unnecessarily just for modernisations
sake.
When implementing changes, I feel that various factors should be taken into
account: 1: - Proportionality: is the proposal proportional to the outcome gained?
2:- necessity: is the proposal necessary to maintain our already high standard we
have as a service?
3:-Accountability: if proposals are implemented without full research and
consultation, if things fail, st operational level, which will be held to account?
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4:- transparency: in order to keep a good relationship with employees, at all levels
of the service as well as the partnerships with which we work, this culture that is
currently amongst an unfortunate amount of staff that things are kept "in the dark"
just to push proposals forward, needs to be dismissed.
The only way this can be achieved is to work more closely with one another and
be completely transparent in what we do.
One example of this is in this new draught IRMP7, where it stated "detailed
research has been taken to determine the need for 12 hour shifts". What is the
detailed research? And where can it be viewed for consultation?

External comments received via the website:

Do not cut services at bitchwood fire station. Do not pointlessly change shifts.



Please don't let the Civil Servants take over - they have crippled the Civil Service,
broken everything and spend all day "talking, writing" and doing NOTHING.



Being an Operational Firefighter I oppose cuts to fronline jobs...I have been part of
a service that at times HAS NOT had enough staff to protect the public it
serves...putting the public and FF's at incidents at Risk.To make cuts to an already
stretched workforce is madness. To change the shifts to 12 hours for "productivity"
still has no merits/benefits that I have been shown or heard of that outweigh the
goals of the service to "Value" its staff. Flexible shifts may work for administarative
staff, but I believe any move to 12 hour shifts will affect FF's families and
recruitment of people with a family, as they are totally "Unfamily freindly" and this
impacts on morale and diversity of the workforce.



I am oppossed to 12 hour shifts and the changes to Birchwood Fire Station, for the
benefit of the crews and the public we serve



Risk management is a dangerous game, it's one thing to save money, its another to
loose a life and YOU know that it is only a matter of time before that happens. Be it
on YOUR head.



Reference is made to Partnerships working. Therefore more use should be made of
Local Community Safety Partnerships, Local Strategic Partnerships to ensure that
communities are truly resilient in all areas and not just in fire led initiatives. The Civil
Contingencies Act 2004 is currently under review and the future focus i.e. later this
year, is on community resilience. The document does not reference any horizon
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scanning. Any proposals should refect on what is being proposed and how we in
the public service sector can indeed do more with less by greater joined up working
in key areas of service delivery


AUDLEM SUPPORTS THE CORPORATE PLAN AND INTEGRATED RISK
MANAGEMENT PLAN, ASSUMING THAT THE CURRENT EXCELLENT
SERVICE PROVIDED BY AUDLEM FIRE STATION CONTINUES.

Panel comments received:

The plan has the same vision, mission and aims as last year. It provides no reasonable
indication as to how close to these it is and so makes it very difficult to give a valued
comment. I believe that we need an indication of the value of last year's work before
we can approve some of the aims as they are never ending priorities.



It is impossible to comment on specific matters which are outside the knowledge area
of the respondent e.g. A1, A2 and A3.



A well thought out plan which I hope you will be able to achieve.



Altogether very sound – you are trying to do the best at all times with financial,
geographical and other restrictions. Keep up the good work, you do a great job.



Keep up your fantastic work.



More than happy to provide input but given complexity of issues, especially essential
nature of service, attendance etc, even a small consultation where more detailed
information can be provided would provide better, more accurate response, therefore
involve ore a more genuine consultation.



Some of the questions are extremely vague which could allow the answers to be
manipulated (eg D3). Obviously a reduction in income will involve difficult choices. You
can not expect someone to give a balanced answer to questions that do not address a
subject properly.”



Amazing achievements regarding fires and fire-related injuries.



Would like to know more about the fire bike.



Thank you for an excellent service as always.



Groundwork along with many other organisations, engage businesses and could be
utilised as a partner organisation in business engagement activity.
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Meet the proposed targets by cutting down paperwork. Achieve most from
communication through online email service rather than paper correspondence.



Most if not all of the stated aims are admirable but it is the implementation and
achieving results that matter.



Thank you for asking. I read the summary plan with great interest, helps with
answering questionnaire. Good luck and I look forward to hearing the results. Please
pass on my gratitude to all staff involved in fire and rescue service, thanks.



The 3 key aims of the IRMP 7 vision, mission, focus and objectives are sufficient for
the year 2010/11 and the next five years. Target of 40-50% reduction in number of
primary fires should be aimed at possibility of primary schools having 1-2 hour open
day at schools for awareness.



An aspect of fire safety that is badly dealt with at present is the fire hazard from
adjacent sites or properties. There appears to be no readily accessible route by which
members of the public or representatives of organisations can draw attention to
adjacent site or property that may be a fire hazard to their own property.
What is needed is a confidential phone number similar to Crimestoppers which anyone
can use to report anonymously any potential fire hazard arising from a neighbouring
site or property. This phone number should be called FireLine which should be
registered as a trade mark.
This need not cost anything at all. The phone number can be an 0800 freephone
number and can be staffed by volunteers e.g. provided by WRVS or a similar volunteer
organisation. Any remaining costs can e funded by a European Community fire safety
grant. The Fire Service would be responsible for investigating reports received in this
way and failure to investigate would be on the record in the event of an enquiry into a
fire at the premises complained of.
Anyone whose property was damaged by fire originating in a premises or a site that
had been the subject of a complaint that was not investigated would be entitled to
compensation for any damage suffered as a result. This would not affect their
entitlement to compensation based on their own insurance cover.



I think the fire service have become a political type institution with several
inconsistencies starting from the top, a lack of focus on its true duties and too much
emphasis on mollycoddling. Instead of prevention, protect etc.... more concentration
needs to be put on the basics – make the fire service what its there for, or it will
become as disrespected and disliked as the Police Service and regarded as a waste of
resources.
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10) General media coverage
A selection of media coverage:-
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Media coverage linked to the Birchwood Fire Station proposal
A selection of media coverage about the Birchwood fire station proposal:-
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